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Maldistribution of flow in a heat exchanger has an adverse effect on its thermal 
and hydraulic performance. Not only does the heat duty reduce but the fluid pressure 
drop across the exchanger increases too. The characteristics of a maldistribution 
profile are described by its four statistical moments of probability density function, 
viz. mean, standard deviation, skew and kurtosis. A novel mathematical analysis 
technique has been developed to demonstrate the influence of these statistical 
moments on the heat transfer and pressure drop performance of an exchanger. 
The analysis has shown that both the mean and standard deviation have the 
highest degradation effect on the heat exchanger performance while subsequent 
higher moments have declining effects until the fourth moment kurtosis, which has no 
significant effect. A discretized numerical method was then used on the fin-tube heat 
exchanger coil to calculate the magnitudes of thermal degradation as the statistical 
moments of the air inlet velocity distribution and geometrical parameters of the 
exchanger are systematically changed. The results show that the degradation is not 
only dependent on the moments but also on the exchanger NTU, ratio of external to 
internal heat transfer coefficients, R, and the number of tube rows in the coil. 
Consequently, new correlation equations have been developed to predict the 
magnitude of deterioration from a known air velocity maldistribution profile, for a 
given heat exchanger geometry.   
An experimental test rig was fabricated to validate the correlation equations. The 
same experimental data were then used to validate the Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) model of the fin-tube heat exchanger. With the same modelling technique, 
simulations with various exchanger geometry and layout designs can be performed to 
extract the statistical moments of the maldistribution and predict the heat exchanger 
performance. By doing so, the design could be optimized to find the lowest possible 
degradation effects. Maldistribution with low standard deviation and high positive 
skew is seen to give low thermal performance deteriorations.  
viii 
ABSTRAK 
Ketidakseragaman kelajuan aliran bendalir di dalam sebuah alat pemindah haba 
akan memberi kesan yang buruk ke atas prestasi pemindahan haba dan hidraulik alat 
tersebut. Bukan sahaja keupayaan pemindahan haba akan menurun, bahkan 
penurunan tekanan bendalir melalui alat itu akan meningkat. Profil ketidakseragaman 
tersebut boleh disifatkan melalui keempat-empat momen fungsi ketumpatan 
kebarangkaliannya, iaitu purata, sisihan piawai, skew dan kurtosis.  
Hasil analisa telah menunjukkan bahawa purata dan sisihan piawai mempunyai 
kesan yang terbesar terhadap penurunan keupayaan pemindahan haba. Momen yang 
lebih tinggi mempunyai kesan yang semakin lemah sehingga kurtosis tidak memberi 
sebarang kesan langsung. Melalui satu kaedah pengiraan diskret ke atas sebuah 
pemindah haba sirip-tiub, penuruan keupayaan pemindahan haba telah didapati 
bergantung bukan sahaja kepada momen-momen tetapi juga kepada nilai NTU, nisbah 
koefisen pemindahan haba sebelah luar kepada sebelah dalam, R, dan bilangan baris 
tiub.  Justera itu, satu set persamaan korelasi telah diterbitkan yang mampu mengira 
nilai penurunan keupayaan daripada momen-momen profil ketidakseragaman dan 
geometri pemindah haba. 
Satu eksperimen telah dijalankan untuk memastikan kebetulan persamaan korelasi 
tersebut. Data eksperimen ini telah juga digunakan untuk memeriksa hasil simulasi 
CFD ke atas model pemindah haba sirip-tiub berkenaan. Melalui kaedah ini, simulasi 
untuk berbagai-bagai jenis geometri dan rekabentuk yang lain boleh dilakukan untuk 
mengenalpasti momen-momen ketidakseragaman dan dari itu mengira nilai 
penurunan keupayaan alat pemindah haba itu. Dengan itu, rekabentuknya boleh 
dioptimakan untuk memberi penurunan keupayaan yang paling rendah. 
Ketidakseragaman yang memberi nilai sisihan piawai yang rendah dan nilai skew 
yang positif adalah diutamakan.  
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
The following list gives the meaning of symbols used in this thesis, unless otherwise 
defined in the text and appendices:  
 
A Heat transfer surface area [m
2
] 
Ac Minimum cross-section flow area [m
2
] 
An Nozzle throat area [m
2
] 
c1, c2 Constants [-] 










C Correction factor [-] 
C

 Constant [-] 
Cd Coefficient of discharge [-] 
CI Inertia coefficient [-] 





Cmin Minimum heat capacity rate [WK
-1
] 
Cmax Maximum heat capacity rate [WK
-1
] 
Cn Parameter defined in equation (7.4) [kgm
-3
] 
Cr Ratio of minimum to maximum heat capacity rate [-] 
d Tube diameter [m] 
D Thermal performance deterioration factor [-] 
Dh Hydraulic diameter [m] 
Dn Nozzle diameter [m] 
Dc Collar diameter [m] 
Dr Row thermal performance deterioration factor [-] 





E Expectation function [-] 
f Probability density function [-], or friction factor [-] 
F Correction factor to account for deviation from pure counter-flow [-
]  
Fp Fin pitch [mm] 
g Function, or acceleration due to gravity [ms
-2
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H Specific enthalpy of air [Jkg
-1
] 
i Index [-] 
I Heat exchanger grid element number [-] 
I Hydraulic gradient [-] 
j Colburn j-factor [-] 
J Heat exchanger grid element number [-] 




], or non-dimensional moment 






K Space-averaged root mean square velocity [ms
-1




Kc Contraction loss coefficient [-] 
Ke Expansion loss coefficient [-] 
l Tube length [m] 
L Parameter defined in equation (4.14) [m], or flow length [m] 





 Flow maldistribution parameter [-] 
m Parameter defined in equation (4.8) [m] 
m  Mass flow rate [kgs-1] 
n Number of elements [-] 
n

 Unit vector perpendicular to a surface [-] 
N, NTU Number of transfer units [-] 
Nk Number of discrete elements with value of k [-] 
Nr Number of tube rows [-] 
Nt Total number of discrete elements [-] 
Nu Nusselt number [-] 
p Parameter defined in equation (6.11), or pressure [Pa] 
pws Water vapour saturated pressure [Pa] 
P Probability of occurrence, or probability density function [-] 
Patm Atmospheric pressure [Pa] 
Pw Pumping power [W] 
Pp Pumping power penalty factor [-] 
Pr Prandtl number [-] 
q Parameter defined in equation (6.12) 
Q Heat duty [W] 




r(crossflow) Parameter defined in equation (6.10) 
R Ratio of external to internal heat transfer coefficient [-] 





Re Parameter defined in equation (4.11) [m] 
RI Inertia resistance [m
-1
] 
R Viscous resistance [m
-2
] 
Re Reynolds number [-] 
s Sample standard deviation 
su Sample standard deviation of velocity u [ms
-1
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SE Energy source term [Wm
-3
] 





tcoil Depth of fin-tube coil [m] 
T Temperature [K] 
u Velocity distribution [ms
-1








 Velocity vector [m] 




], or uncertainty 









Vf Face velocity [ms
-1
] 
Vmax Maximum velocity at minimum flow cross-section area [ms
-1
] 
Vn Nozzle throat velocity [ms
-1
] 
Vr Flow rate multiplication factor [-] 





W Humidity ratio of air [kg/kg] 
Ws Humidity ratio of saturated air [kg/kg] 
x Cartesian coordinate, or velocity ratio [-], or variable 
Xl Transverse tube pitch [m] 
Xt Longitudinal tube pitch [m] 
y Cartesian coordinate, or fin thickness [m] 
z Cartesian coordinate 
Z Non-uniformity factor [-] 
 
Greek symbols 
 Local flow non-uniformity parameter [-] 
 Parameter defined in equation (4.13) [-] 
c Channel standard deviation parameter [-] 
r Passage non-uniformity parameter [-] 




p Pressure drop [Pa],  
tm,cf LMTD for pure counter-flow [
o
C] 
 Heat exchanger effectiveness [-] 










 Population skew 
s Sample skew 
u Sample skew of velocity u [-] 
 Population kurtosis 
s Sample kurtosis 
u Sample kurtosis of velocity u [-] 
f Fin efficiency [-] 
s Fin surface efficiency [-] 
 Weightage factor [-] 
 Density [kgm-3] 
 Population mean, or dynamic viscosity [Pa.s] 
 Population standard deviation 
b Bulginess channel deviation [-] 
c Fin spacing channel deviation [m] 
r Ratio of minimum flow area to face area [-] 
t Total channel deviation [-] 
 Variable parameter, or parameter defined in equation (4.10) [-] 
 Thermal performance deterioration factor [-] 
  Volumetric flow rate [m3s-1] 
 Specific volume of air [m3kg-1] 






 Non-uniformity factor [-] 
 Parameter defined in equation (4.12) 




f Fin, or fluid 
i Index, or internal 
in Inlet 
k Pertaining to variable k 








m Exponent for pressure drop relationship in equation (3.13) [-] 




















A general description of fin-tube heat exchangers commonly used in the industry 
is given in this chapter. The mechanism of flow non-uniformity occurring in these 
exchangers is introduced and its impact on the thermal and hydraulic performance is 
explained. The justification and objectives of the research are also outlined.  
1.2 Description of fin-tube heat exchanger 
Fin-tube heat exchangers, more commonly called coils, are used extensively in the 
heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC&R) and automotive 
industries as heat transfer elements to transport energy from a heat source or to a sink. 
There are two fluid streams flowing through the heat exchanger. Air flows over the 
fin surfaces and through the multiple passages created by the fins. Depending on the 
application of the heat exchanger, the fluid flowing in the tubes could be a liquid such 
as water, oil or refrigerant. The fluid could also be in single- or two-phase. Heat is 
then transferred between the two fluid streams, the amount of which is proportional to 
the temperature difference between the two fluids.  
When the fluid in the tube is hotter than the entering air temperature, e.g. hot 
water or condensation of refrigerant, sensible heat is absorbed by the air which causes 
it to be heated up. On the other hand, when the fluid is colder, e.g. chilled water or 
evaporation of refrigerant, the air would be cooled due to the extraction of sensible 
heat. If the heat exchanger external surface temperature is lower than the air dew 
point temperature, latent heat would also be involved where condensation of water 
vapour from the air on the cooled surfaces will occur. In other words, simultaneous 
heat and mass transfer take place in such conditions. 
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The construction of such heat exchangers is a highly mechanized process. 
Aluminum fin strips, which have been stamped and punched with holes, are stacked 
together forming the exchanger core. Circular copper tubes (which are called 
“hairpins”) are then inserted through the holes and connected together forming a 
serpentine circuit within the core. By mechanically expanding the inner diameter of 
the tubes, the fins and tube are bonded together, creating an extended surface area for 
efficient heat transfer. An example of an assembled fin-tube heat exchanger is shown 
in Fig. 1.1(a) while Fig. 1.1(b) and 1.1(c) show the copper tubes and stamped fins, 
respectively. Fig. 1.2 shows a schematic diagram of the fins and tube showing the 
cross-flow configuration between the two fluid streams. 
1.3 Description of the flow maldistribution phenomenon 
The fin-tube heat exchanger is usually positioned within an enclosure together with 
the other components in a system. These will include the blower or propeller fan, 
motor and brackets. Due to the proximity of these items to the heat exchanger, some 
of the air flowing through the coil could be blocked or diverted. This contributes to 
the non-uniformity of air distribution flowing through the coil. With the design of 
systems becoming more compact in recent times, the volume space within the unit 
becomes smaller and the components are positioned ever closer to each other. The 
flow of air through the unit becomes more tortuous. Hence, the degree of air non-
uniformity becomes higher. 
An example from an air-conditioning system is used to illustrate this situation. 
Fig. 1.3 is a sectional view of a wall-mounted residential air-conditioning fan coil 
unit, wherein the drive to make the unit more compact due to aesthetic reasons, has 
necessitated the heat exchanger to be “wrapped” around the blower within the plastic 




































Fig. 1.1: Example of fin-tube heat exchanger (a) Assembled fin-tube coil (b) 


































Fig 1.4: Air diversion due to 





Fig. 1.5: Air diversion due 











































Besides that, the structural design of the enclosure casing itself could give rise to 
problems of flow non-uniformity. For vertically mounted coils, the air velocity at the 
upper and lower portions of the coil adjacent to the top and bottom casing panels will 
be the slowest due to diversion and friction effects, as shown in Fig. 1.4. All 
evaporator coils also have condensate drain pans which will divert some air away 
from the lower portion of the coil. Fig. 1.5 illustrates this problem. Other examples of 
air non-uniformity occurring in a unit, as shown in Fig. 1.6, include: 
a) Slanting of the heat exchanger coil at an angle with respect to the air flow 
direction to reduce the overall height of the unit. 
b) Positioning the air moving propeller fan at the top of a tall heat exchanger coil. 
c) Bending of the heat exchanger coil into L-shape to maximize the coil face area for 
a given enclosure casing volume.  
d) Attachment of air ductwork to the unit which include bends, tees, fittings and 
transition pieces. 
On the tube side of the coil, maldistribution occurs when uneven mass flow rates 
occur in each of the coil tube circuits, as illustrated in Fig. 1.7. This could come about 
as a result of: 
a) Improper header and distributor design, especially at the inlet pipe 
b) Unequal serpentine tube length among the circuits in the coil  
c) Positioning and orientation of the circuits within the coil with respect to the air 
flow which could induce temperature maldistribution in the tube-side 
In general, two-phase refrigerant flows are more difficult to distribute uniformly 
among the circuits. Gravitational forces could also play a part in separating the 














Fig. 1.6: Examples of maldistributed air flow (a) Slanted coil (b) Tall coil (c) L-
































Uneven mass flow rate in each 
circuit of the exchanger 








1.4 Adverse effects of maldistribution 
The effects of maldistribution on a heat exchanger are well-known. It impacts 
performance in two ways. Not only does the heat transfer performance become poorer 
but the fluid pressure drop through the core will also increase due to the flow non-
uniformity on either side of the exchanger. In spite of this, the design of heat 
exchangers is usually carried out by assuming uniform flow distribution on both fluid 
streams. The main reasons for doing so are: 
1) The maldistribution profile in the exchanger is not known apriori during the 
design stage. 
2) The performance degradation effects of maldistribution are perceived to be small 
which can be accounted for by applying safety factors.  
Consequently, it is not uncommon to find that heat exchangers are over-sized for a 
particular duty. This practice not only makes the exchanger cost-ineffective but it 
causes the exchanger to operate at low energy efficiency levels, as the heat transfer 
capability drops while the energy input to pump the fluid increases. 
1.5 Justification for the research 
A study [1] has shown that Malaysia consumed approximately 89 billion kWh of 
electrical energy in 2008, where well over one-third was used in commercial 
buildings [2]. Perez-Lombard et al. [3] have shown that approximately 40 to 50% of 
the energy used in buildings is due to the installed refrigeration and HVAC systems 
which employ fin-tube heat exchangers extensively. If the cost of electricity is taken 
as RM0.27 per kWh, and if the energy consumption of these HVAC&R systems could 
be reduced by just 1%, energy cost reduction of approximately RM32 million per 
annum could be realized. Such a saving would be significant in view of the current 
global energy crisis which is seeing a potential reduction of world crude oil 
production [4]. Dwindling resources have also caused escalation of crude oil prices 
which had reached a record high of US$146 per barrel on July 2008 [5]. 
It is because of the realization that HVAC&R systems are among the main 
consumers of energy that many countries have implemented regulatory controls to 
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ensure that this type of equipment operates at high energy efficiency levels. For 
example, the European Union has implemented an Energy Labeling programme for 
air-conditioning equipment with cooling capacity less than 12 kW, following the EU 
Council directive 92/75/EEC [6]. Similar programmes are also in place in Australia 
and New Zealand (Regulation AS/NZS 3823.2) [7], Hong Kong (Energy Labeling 
Ordinance 2009) [8] and Singapore (Mandatory Energy Labeling Scheme 2008) [9]. 
Closer to home, Malaysia has recently implemented a similar voluntary energy 
labeling in 2009 for air-conditioning products with cooling capacity up to 7.32 kW 
(25,000 Btu/hr) [10]. Consumers are continuously being educated and encouraged to 
purchase equipment which has the highest energy efficiency. 
As a result of the demand for high energy efficiency, various design strategies 
have been used to increase the heat transfer performance while reducing the electrical 
power input of HVAC&R equipment. Some examples of these include using high 
efficiency compressors, improving the heat transfer characteristics of the heat 
exchanger and implementing frequency-inverter control systems. In this respect, the 
mitigation of flow maldistribution in heat exchangers would be another strategy to 
improve system energy efficiency. Even though past researches have indicated small 
magnitudes of thermal performance degradation due to maldistribution (e.g. 5-15% as 
reported by Mueller [11]), every percent of improvement in performance by reducing 
the flow non-uniformity would be significant for energy conservation.  
1.6 Objectives of research 
In view of the large consumption of energy by systems which employ such fin-tube 
heat exchangers, focus has been given in this research to quantify and reduce the 
degradation effects of flow maldistribution on the thermal performance of these 
exchangers. To start the research, an understanding of the characteristics of 
maldistribution and its effect on the performance of the heat exchanger is essential. 
Hence, the first objective identified for this work is to investigate and quantify the 
effects of the air flow maldistribution statistical moments of mean, standard deviation, 
skew and kurtosis on the thermal performance of a fin-tube heat exchanger.  
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 Since the geometry of the heat exchanger affects its heat transfer performance, 
the effects of the geometrical parameters on the performance degradation must also be 
taken into consideration. Therefore, the second objective of this research is to 
investigate the influence of these fin-tube coil geometrical parameters on the thermal 
performance degradation arising from the flow maldistribution.  
An examination of the status quo on the research conducted in the field of 
maldistribution shows no comprehensive methodology available to predict the 
performance degradation due to any flow non-uniformity. Consequently, a third 
objective has been formulated for this research, viz. to develop a mathematical model 
that allows prediction of the heat exchanger performance with respect to the flow 
maldistribution statistical moments. The developed correlation could then be used to 
modify the heat exchanger layout design to minimize the adverse maldistribution 
effects and optimizing the system for energy efficiency. As a result, the developed set 
of correlation equations becomes the novelty arising from this research work. 
1.7 Scope of research 
The research conducted in this work has investigated the maldistribution of velocity 
on the air-side of fin-tube heat exchangers. The temperature distribution of the inlet 
air was assumed to be uniform. Similarly, the flow and temperature distributions on 
the tube-side were also assumed to be uniform. Only the degradation of the heat 
exchanger thermal performance was studied in this work. Even though the results 
have been derived for fin-tube heat exchangers, the concepts and findings would still 
be applicable for other type of exchangers since the same fundamental heat transfer 
and fluid flow principles would be applied in the analysis. 
1.8 Research methodology 
In order to achieve the objectives stated in the preceding sub-section, the following 
methodology was adopted for the research: 
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1. Develop a mathematical treatment for a fin-tube heat exchanger from fundamental 
principles to explain the degradation phenomenon due to flow maldistribution.  
2. Develop a numerical model to calculate the magnitude of thermal performance 
degradation with respect to variations in the four statistical moments of the flow 
maldistribution. The model makes use of available heat transfer coefficient 
correlations to model the fins and tubes in the exchanger. In addition, the 
temperatures of the tube fluid and the tube wall are assumed to be constant along 
the flow length. This assumption is necessary to isolate distortions due to local 
effects arising from variations in temperature and properties of the tube fluid. As a 
result, the findings of the research can be applied for fin-tube exchangers with 
single-phase flows in the tubes, e.g. water, having small temperature differentials, 
and with two-phase flows, e.g. refrigerants, with little or no superheat and sub-
cooling.  
3. In parallel with item 2, generate a set of air-side maldistribution profiles to 
systematically vary the four statistical moments of mean, standard deviation, skew 
and kurtosis. These are to be applied on the heat exchanger numerical model 
where the thermal performance degradation is to be calculated and analyzed.  
4. Repeat items 2 and 3 for different coil geometries, e.g. number of rows, fin pitch, 
tube pitch and fin type.   
5. Based on the calculated results, develop a correlation with respect to the moments 
and coil geometry.  
6. Build a test rig to replicate air-side maldistribution profiles on a fin-tube heat 
exchanger. The air flow distribution profile and the exchanger thermal 
performance degradation are measured and compared with the predictions of the 
correlation developed in item 5 in order to validate the model, which may then be 
available for future work. 
7. Simulate the fin-tube heat exchanger used in the experiment with Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The CFD model is to be validated with the experiment 
data. With the validated model, simulation with various other geometries and 
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design layout could be performed to extract the statistical moments and to predict 
the performance degradation. 
1.9 Thesis outline 
The presentation of the thesis has been divided into a number of chapters. After the 
present introductory Chapter 1, the literature in the area of maldistribution in heat 
exchangers is reviewed in Chapter 2. A detailed mathematical treatment of the 
performance degradation due to maldistribution is reported in Chapter 3. The 
definition of statistical moments used to characterize the non-uniform distribution 
profile is also given in this chapter. Chapter 4 describes the numerical model which 
was used to calculate the performance degradation of a single-row fin-tube heat 
exchanger arising from a set of maldistribution profiles with varying moments. The 
influence of the exchanger coil geometrical parameters, e.g. tube rows, fin pitch, tube 
pitch, fin type, etc. are shown in Chapter 5. 
In addition, Chapter 5 presents the new set of correlation equations developed to 
predict the thermal performance degradation due to maldistribution. Chapter 6 then 
describes the experiments performed to validate the analysis method and correlations 
while Chapter 7 reports the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation work 







This chapter documents the findings of the literature review to determine the state of 
the art in the field of flow maldistribution in heat exchangers. The review covers 
various types of heat exchangers with particular attention being given to fin-tube 
coils. The review also covers air-side as well as tube-side maldistribution in the coils.  
2.2 Review findings 
Much of the early research in this field had dealt with the maldistribution problem in 
shell-and-tube heat exchangers, probably because of their wide application in 
industries at that time. In the review paper by Mueller and Chiou [12], examples cited 
of such work include the study by Whistler [13] and Tinker [14] on the effects of fluid 
bypass and leakage through the baffled segments in the exchanger shell, and the 
experimental work done by Gotoda and Izumi [15] to measure the inlet velocity 
maldistribution at the tube sheet of the exchanger.    
There has also been some research to investigate this phenomenon in many other 
types of heat exchangers. Chiou [16, 17] and Ranganayakulu et al. [18] have done 
extensive work to quantify the thermal degradation in both streams of cross-flow heat 
exchangers. Berryman and Russell [19] have studied flow maldistribution across tube 
bundles in air-cooled heat exchangers. In the work by Bassiouny and Martin [20], 
flow maldistribution in the channels of a plate heat exchanger was examined where 
the flow behaviour was characterized with a parameter, m. Sparrow and co-workers 
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[21, 22] did experiments on the heat transfer performance of tube banks using the 
naphthalene sublimation technique, to determine the effects of air non-uniformity due 
to blockages and right-angle bend in the duct.  
However, the available literature on maldistribution is not extensive, as noted by 
Mueller [11]. The literature is widely dispersed, covering a large range of heat 
exchanger applications. Also, the detrimental effects of maldistribution are usually 
ignored. This apparent lack of concern is due to the relatively small reduction in 
thermal performance observed with turbulent and low NTU (i.e. high velocity) fluid 
flows. Consequently, conventional heat exchanger design procedures assume uniform 
distributions of flow and temperature, even though such uniform distributions are 
rare, and the base designs are usually combined with a safety factor to estimate the 
exchanger performance. Such practices have been found to be adequate for design but 
in reality the safety factors have concealed the true loss of performance due to the 
actual maldistribution profiles found in the exchanger core. 
Kitto and Robertson [23] have identified two situations where the effects of 
maldistribution should not be ignored, i.e. when: 
1. Design margins are being reduced 
2.  Thermal performance of the exchanger becomes very sensitive to flow changes  
The first situation prevails when the heat exchanger performance must be balanced 
with the capital cost of equipment. The degradation effects of maldistribution must be 
known to prevent over-sizing of the heat exchanger which inflates the equipment final 
cost. This is even more critical with the design of compact fin-tube heat exchangers in 
air-conditioning products which face stiff price competition and rising raw material 
cost. The second situation relates to exchangers which have a two-phase fluid flowing 
in the core, in which there is always a natural tendency of the phases to separate. The 
variations of the fluid vapour quality in the different channels of the exchanger 
become sensitive to flow maldistribution on the other side which could induce 
secondary effects, such as causing large temperature differentials along the flow path, 
which aggravate the deterioration. Such situations are commonly encountered in air-
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conditioning fin-tube heat exchangers which have refrigerants either in flow boiling 
or condensation.  
In short, Kitto and Robertson [23] have emphasized that the effects of 
maldistribution should not be ignored, but instead require careful assessment. They 
have then reiterated the main causes of maldistribution, which were originally 
stipulated by Mueller and Chiou [12], i.e.: 
a) Mechanical design-induced 
b) Flow self-induced 
c) Two-phase flow separation and instabilities 
d) Fouling induced 
Clearly, the examples shown in Fig. 1.3 to Fig. 1.7 belong to (a). The work presented 
in this thesis will not deal with problems related to (b), (c) and (d). 
2.2.1 Air-side maldistribution 
Perhaps one of the precursor studies which have motivated the research on air-side 
maldistribution for fin-tube heat exchangers was that by London [24] where the effect 
of non-uniform passages on the performance of plate-fin heat exchangers used as gas 
turbine regenerators was investigated. The non-uniformity of flow through the 
passages was induced due to the irregular spacing between corrugations produced 
during the manufacturing process. The analysis was performed under fully developed 
laminar flow for a two-passage model with rectangular and triangular flow channels 
arranged in parallel. The results of the analysis have shown that larger deviations in 
the channel sizes, which are quantified with a passage non-uniformity parameter (r), 
will result in higher net loss in the effective NTU. The smaller passage will have a 
higher NTU due to the reduced mass velocity and higher heat transfer coefficient due 
to the reduced hydraulic diameter; and vice-versa.  
This work was subsequently extended by Mondt [25] where the curvature and 
bulginess of the rectangular deep-fold fins were taken into consideration together with 
the uneven fin spacing. By using the concept of standard deviation, a fin spacing 
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channel deviation (c) and a bulginess channel deviation (b) were used to 
characterize the non-uniform flow passages. These were then combined to give a total 
channel deviation (t). The measured heat transfer performance results for 4 sets of 
test specimens with varying channel deviations were then presented with Colburn j-
factor plots versus the flow Reynolds number which clearly show deterioration with 
respect to the ideal uniform channel spacing. Larger total channel deviations resulted 
in higher magnitudes of NTU losses, thus confirming the model developed by London 
[24]. 
As a further extension, Shah and London [26] investigated the influence of 
passage-to-passage non-uniformity for an n-size passage model, instead of the two-
size model used by London earlier [24]. A Gaussian passage size distribution (i.e. 
Normal distribution) was imposed for an 11-passage model and the Nusselt number 
for the exchanger was evaluated at varying channel deviations. As the channel 
standard deviation parameter (c) increases, the Nusselt number reduces, indicating 
poorer heat transfer performance. However, this parameter was found inadequate 
when skewed distributions were used in the model.  
Subsequent to this, Fagan [27] reported the first maldistribution work on fin-tube 
heat exchangers used in air-conditioning systems. The study covered one dimensional 
air flow maldistribution patterns flowing over single-row and multiple-row (i.e. up to 
4 rows) fin-tube evaporators and condensers. An integration procedure was applied on 
a mathematical model of the heat exchanger to calculate the thermal performance 
deterioration with the non-uniform flow. The root mean square (RMS) of the 
difference between the local velocity and average velocity was used to characterize 
the non-uniform distribution profiles. The results from this work indicated that 
distributions with larger RMS have larger thermal performance deterioration. The 
highest capacity loss exceeding 14% was obtained with a step air distribution profile 
for a 3-row condenser coil.    
Chiou [28] studied the effect of air flow non-uniformity on the performance of a 
fin-flat tube condenser coil used in the air-conditioning system of an automobile. By 
applying a similar mathematical discretization technique used in his previous work 








                   (2.1) 
A non-uniformity factor, Z, was introduced to characterize the degree of 
maldistribution on the air-side. The factor was developed based on the concept of 
standard deviation. For every flow distribution model, a unique characteristic  - Z 
curve was plotted. As a result of incoherence of the  - Z plots, the magnitude of 
deterioration could not be correlated satisfactorily. However, larger magnitudes of Z 
resulted in higher deterioration factors. Chiou later used the same technique to extend 
the work to cover evaporators [29] and radiator, heater and oil cooler [30] in 
automobiles. Similar graphical  - Z curves have also been plotted for these 
applications.  
Following the footsteps of Chiou, Kondo and Aoki [31] used the modified Fluid-
In-Cell (FLIC) method to calculate the effect of two- and three-dimensional air flow 
profiles on an automobile evaporator. The flow domain was discretized into triangular 
finite element meshes and the governing mass, momentum and energy conservation 
equations were solved. The degree of flow non-uniformity was expressed by using the 
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where S in the frontal area of the heat exchanger. The same thermal deterioration 








                                           (2.3) 
where Q is the exchanger heat duty. As a result, a simple quadratic relationship 
between D and K was developed to correlate the magnitude of degradation with the 
degree of maldistribution, i.e. 
28.14 KD                                (2.4) 
In another mathematical modeling study, Domanski [32] developed a computer 
programme called EVSIM which calculated the evaporator cooling capacity based on 
a tube-by-tube approach and which takes into consideration the air-side and tube-side 
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maldistributions. Good agreement within 8% for the total cooling capacity was 
achieved between the simulation results and reported experimental data. It was also 
reported that the air flow maldistribution was found to be the primary reason for the 
coil capacity degradation. It was further noted that the air-side non-uniformity altered 
the distribution of refrigerant in both symmetrical and non-symmetrical tube circuits 
as long as the design distribution did not match the air-side maldistribution. 
As an extension to Domanski’s work [32], Lee and Domanski [33] used an 
upgraded EVAP5M simulation program to evaluate the performance of fin-tube 
evaporators which had R-22 and zeotropic-mixture R-407C refrigerant flowing in the 
tubes. One-dimensional maldistributed air velocity profiles (i.e. step and triangular 
distributions) were then imposed on 3-row coils with three types of refrigerant circuit 
designs, i.e. cross-counter flow, cross-parallel flow and cross flow. Of the three, the 
cross flow circuiting gave the poorest performance. It was observed that triangular 
distribution profiles have the worst effect on the evaporator performance, e.g. up to 
43% with R-407C refrigerant in the cross-flow circuit design. However, it was not 
possible to recommend a general rule for estimating capacity degradation for R-22 
and R-407C. A combination of coil circuit design and fluid distribution (both air side 
and refrigerant side) affects the performance of the evaporator, and it must be 
evaluated case-by-case. 
The work was then followed-up by Lee et al. [34] where the effects of two-
dimensional maldistribution profiles on the thermal performance of fin-tube 
evaporator with zeotropic refrigerant R-407C was studied. Four velocity profiles were 
entered into the modified EVSIM programme developed previously [32], i.e. (a) 
uniform, (b) convex, (c) concave and (d) inclined. Of these, the concave distribution 
gave the worst degradation of 6%. The reason given for the degradation was the 
change of local transfer characteristics due to different air velocity on each section 
along the flow path which changes the heat flux, and therefore affects the heat transfer 
coefficients in the tube. 
A more recent numerical study was conducted by Shao et al. [35] on serpentine 
microchannel heat exchangers which have propane refrigerant (R-290) condensing in 
tubes. Three types of air maldistribution profiles were imposed on the coil surface. As 
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expected, the highest capacity degradation up to 21% was obtained with a 2-
dimensional non-uniform profile which exhibited the highest velocity variation. The 
magnitude of degradation for the 2-dimensional non-uniformity was larger than that 
for 1-dimension.  
One of the earliest reported experimental studies of flow maldistribution on fin-
tube heat exchangers was the study conducted by Chwalowski et al. [36]. In the 
experiment, the cooling capacity of evaporator coils was measured to verify three 
numerical algorithms developed to calculate and predict the thermal performance of 
the coils. Several sets of coils were tested, i.e. V-shaped and inclined flat coils. Due to 
the inclination, the air velocity was observed to be higher at the upper portion of the 
coil than the bottom. Actual velocity measurements were made with a pitot tube. The 
general trend of the results showed that the coil suffered higher capacity degradation 
as the inclination angle with respect to the flow direction reduces. With lower angles, 
the difference in the velocities between the top and bottom portions of the coil was 
more pronounced. For example, at 15
o





/min), the capacity was lower by 30% with respect to that at 90
o
, while at an angle 
of 25
o
, the degradation was 22%. Consequently, the measured cooling capacities did 
not match the predictions given by the numerical models which assumed uniform 
distribution.  
The experimental results from this work have been used by Domanski [32] to 
verify his EVSIM program. The results also showed that the tube circuit in the 
evaporator coil which experienced higher air velocities had larger superheat at the 
circuit outlet. Larger differences in the amount of superheat between the circuits in the 
coil contributed to higher performance degradation. Therefore, the degradation was 
attributed to the combination of both the primary air-side and induced refrigerant-side 
maldistributions. 
Timoney and Foley [37] have commented that there was a lack of experimental 
work to measure the effects of flow maldistribution on heat exchangers, especially the 
effects of the turbulent characteristics of the flow. Hence, a test facility was fabricated 
to measure the non-uniform air velocity over a compact evaporator fin-tube coil by 
means of Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA). The method was able to measure the 
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air-side turbulence intensity at specific locations on the coil face. The heat exchanger 
had refrigerant R134A flowing in the tubes. 
Initial air velocity distribution measurements exhibited good uniformity over the 
coil surface (i.e. average of 4.0 m/s). Air flow non-uniformity was then introduced by 
placing a perforated metal plate covering certain portions of the coil. In this work, 
both the mean and standard deviation were used to characterize the flow distribution. 
The heat duty of the exchanger was measured on the refrigerant side.  
The results for the non-uniform distributions showed either the same or better heat 
duty than the case with uniform distribution. This was contrary to previous findings 
where non-uniform air flow distributions gave capacity degradation over uniform 
distribution. The measurements from the LDA showed that the non-uniform 
distribution had a higher velocity standard deviation and higher turbulence intensity. 
Hence, it was suggested that turbulence effects or favourable interaction between 
local convection coefficients inside and outside the tubes could be the reason for this 
observation. Similar results were later obtained by Ryan and Timoney [38] where 
15% augmentation in heat transfer was obtained with non-uniform flows which have 
high induced turbulence.  
Beiler and Kroger [39] examined the maldistribution problem for single and two 
rows of finned tube bundles in air-cooled heat exchangers (ACHE). The results of 
their forced-draft experiments clearly showed that the deterioration of the first row 
was less than that for the second row. This was expected because of the distortion of 
the temperature distribution after passing through the first row. Similar findings were 
also reported by Fagan [27]. Nevertheless, the value of thermal deterioration factor 
was low, i.e. less than 2%.  
Further to that, experiments with induced-draft arrangements revealed that the 
effect of air flow maldistribution was more prominent with the forced-draft 
arrangement. However, the high turbulence in the wake of the forced-draft fan tends 
to enhance the heat transfer coefficient of the exchanger, thus counteracting the effect 
of the maldistribution to a large extent. Hence, the overall performance is less affected 
when compared with the induced-draft system. This meant that induced-draft systems 
will see larger performance deterioration due to non-uniformity of the air and 
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temperature. Therefore, the power required for the air-moving fan would be higher for 
an induced- than for a forced-draft system. 
Kirby et al. [40] presented the effect of non-uniform air flow distribution on the 
performance of a window air-conditioner unit. Due to the compact arrangement of the 
unit, maldistribution on the evaporator coil was imposed by the placement of a 
squirrel cage blower close behind the coil. Maldistribution on the condenser coil was 
imposed by the propeller fan itself. Measured velocities were observed to vary by a 
factor of three among all the data over both coils. In the wind tunnel experiments used 
to mimic the non-uniform distribution on the evaporator, where a circular disk with 
the same diameter as the blower covered 16% of the coil face area, the measured 
cooling capacity degradation over a range of air flow rates did not exceed 2%. With 
the blocked evaporator coil, air velocity was higher on the un-blocked regions 
therefore increasing the heat transfer coefficient (which varied with the 0.7 power of 
velocity). But this increase was not sufficient to completely offset the effect of 
decreasing area of heat exchange, hence only giving a small percentage of 
degradation. 
Furthermore, the point where superheat transition occurred in the tube circuit was 
moved downstream in the coil, i.e. nearer to the outlet. A larger percentage of the coil 
remained in the two-phase region (i.e. with a reduced superheat area) which has a 
lower thermal resistance. This helped to offset the inability of velocity to compensate 
fully for the loss of heat transfer surface area. The implication from this work was that 
the capacity losses due to air flow non-uniformity would be larger in evaporators with 
smaller two-phase area or with high superheat at the outlets. This would also mean 
that coils with single phase flows in the tubes will be more sensitive to air side 
maldistributions. 
The detrimental effects of having large superheat variations at the tube outlets of 
the evaporator arising from the air-side maldistribution could be counteracted by 
means of smart distributors, as demonstrated by Choi et al. [41].  The experimental 
results indicated that by controlling the amount of superheat at the evaporator outlets, 
the penalty of cooling capacity could be reduced. This was achieved by adjusting the 
opening of expansion valves which regulate the refrigerant mass flow rate through 
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each of the three individual circuits in the coil. For example, with a velocity ratio of 
1:2.59 between the upper and lower portions of the coil, the cooling capacity penalty 
was measured at 6% when the superheat is not controlled; which was then recovered 
to 2% when the superheat was adjusted to 5.6
o
C for all the circuits. Similar findings 
have been reported by Payne and Domanski [42]. 
In the same work [41], a standard deviation of the superheat values for all the 
circuits with respect to the overall main exit superheat was also used to analyze the 
problem. With higher velocity ratio, this standard deviation increased until a plateau 
was reached. This occurred when the superheated temperature approached the inlet air 
temperature. 
The maldistribution problem in a large package rooftop air-conditioning unit was 
investigated by Aganda and co-workers in two papers [43, 44]. In the first paper, the 
air velocity distribution and turbulence were measured at a plane 25mm upstream of 
the evaporator. This was done by using a single hot-wire anemometer probe. The 
velocity mean and root-mean-square (RMS) of velocity fluctuations were used to 
characterize the non-uniformity. In the sequel, the velocities over each parallel circuit 
in the coil were normalized by dividing with the mean value. It was found that the air 
flow maldistribution over each circuit caused refrigerant maldistribution among the 
circuits. With a single thermal expansion valve controlling the refrigerant flow at the 
inlet, the worst performing circuit dictated the performance of the whole evaporator. 
The worst case scenario indicated a 38% loss in heat transfer performance due to the 
reduction of refrigerant mass flow rate as a result of the valve control sensor detecting 
the outlet temperature of the less effective circuit. Hence, the results of this work 
demonstrated the importance of locating correctly the control sensor of the expansion 
valve on the coil. In practice, the sensor would be placed in a position where the 
liquid from the non-effective circuits would have mixed with superheated vapour 
from the other circuits, thus mitigating this detrimental effect to some extent. 
The work by Elgowainy [45] was probably the first to investigate air flow 
maldistribution on fin-tube heat exchangers by using a commercial Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code. Unlike the previous analytical methods where 1-
dimensional or 2-dimensional geometric regular maldistribution patterns (e.g. 
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triangular, parabolic, etc.) were used, CFD allows analysis of more realistic, 3-
dimensional maldistribution profiles. In this work, simulation of air flow over a 
cylindrical-shaped heat exchanger in a heat pump unit was performed. The heat 
exchanger itself takes up 75% of the face area. A propeller fan was located on top of 
the unit. In the CFD model, the coil was treated as a porous medium. The simulation 
results showed the non-uniform air velocities over the coil face area with the 
maximum velocity occurring near the top and steadily declining to the bottom. The 
decline was attributed to the radial outward velocity component at the tip of the 
propeller fan blade which sucks up more air through the upper portion of the coil. 
This situation is similar to that shown in Fig. 1.6(b).  
A tube-fin section, which has a single inter-fin spacing, was then simulated to 
determine the effects of the air velocity on the air pressure drop and heat transfer 
coefficient. The actual geometry of the fin pattern (i.e. smooth and louvered fin) was 
used in the simulation. The simulated air velocities on the full heat exchanger were 
then put in into the model and the mass-averaged pressure drop and area-averaged 
heat transfer coefficient were computed for the whole coil. The results showed an 
increase of pressure drop by 9% and 8% with smooth fin and louvered fin, 
respectively, as a result of the non-uniform distribution. However, the effect on the 
heat transfer coefficient was not as significant, i.e. with a reduction of 1.5% and 0.9% 
for the smooth and louvered fins, respectively. From the results of this study, 
Elgowainy has demonstrated that the effect of the maldistribution was more 
pronounced on the pressure drop than on the thermal performance of the heat 
exchanger. 
More recently, studies in flow maldistribution has focused on determining the 
degradation effects on the formation of frost on fin surfaces. For example, Chen et al. 
[46] has studied the performance of a fin-tube evaporator with an oblique non-
uniform frontal air velocity under frosting conditions. The numerical CFD study 
showed that smaller oblique angles caused larger degradation of refrigerating 
capacity, which was also reflected in the reduction of weight of frost formed on the 
fin surfaces. It was observed that the magnitude of deterioration was dependent on the 
variation of the velocity component perpendicular to the coil surface and the effect of 
flow vortices formed on the coil surface as the oblique angle changes. The effect on 
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the air-side pressure drop was also found to be more sensitive to the oblique angle 
than the capacity and frost weight. This observation is also consistent with the 
findings of Elgowainy [45]. From the analysis of the data, several correlation 
equations were developed to relate the refrigerating capacity, frost weight and 
pressure drop with the oblique angle. 
In a similar experimental study by Gong et al. [47], the dynamic frosting 
characteristics of an air source heat pump chiller with 50kW nominal cooling capacity 
was investigated experimentally. Three air maldistribution profiles were imposed on 
the double-V fin-tube coils of the unit which acted as evaporators. An air flow 
maldistribution degree (AMD) was used to describe the maldistribution. An 
examination of the definition of AMD reveals similarities with the distribution 
standard deviation. For their work, the values of AMD used were 0.18, 0.49 and 0.93. 
The results clearly showed that as the AMD increased, the frost layer grew faster on 
the fin surfaces while the stable working time of the refrigeration system became 
shorter and hunting of the operating parameters (i.e. suction pressure and evaporation 
temperature) occurred. This was attributed to the induced refrigerant maldistribution 
in the evaporator circuits causing differences in the superheat at the circuit outlets. As 
the maldistribution increased, the differences became larger which reduced the 
heating capacity, refrigerant mass flow rate and evaporating temperature of the 
system. Hence, the temperature difference between the air and evaporator increased, 
leading to more rapid frosting.     
2.2.2  Tube-side maldistribution 
One of the earliest researches in the area of tube-side maldistribution was the work 
done by McDonald and Eng [48], where small magnitudes of heat transfer 
degradation of about 4% were obtained due to non-uniform distribution in the tubes of 
a cross-flow heat exchanger. Rabas [49] performed numerical calculations by 
discretizing the tubes of a shell-and-tube condenser into cells. With brine flowing in 
the tube for each cell as vapour condensed in the shell, the imposed tube-side 
maldistribution did not impair significantly the exchanger thermal performance due to 
the long tube lengths and low effectiveness value. The worst case of non-uniformity 
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would only cause a degradation of 10%. These results were similar to the other 
findings of relatively small effects of air-side maldistribution on exchangers with 
single-phase flows in the tubes.    
Due to the difficulty in establishing mathematical models of two-phase flows in 
tubes, most researches on tube-side maldistribution have been done experimentally or 
by CFD simulations. Previous researches in this area have primarily focused on the 
design of headers and manifolds which distribute the fluid among the circuits in the 
exchanger core. For example, in a series of papers, Jiao and co-workers [50, 51, 52] 
investigated experimentally various designs of inlet header distributor for plate-fin 
heat exchangers (PFHE) and their effect on the flow maldistribution problem. The 
flow distribution through the channels of the exchanger was characterized by 
calculating the standard deviation, S. Both air and water had been used in their study. 
The header design parameters varied in the experiments include, among others, the 
inlet flow angle, inlet pipe diameter and header diameter. From the data, polynomial 
correlation equations with Reynolds number were developed for various header 
configurations to allow prediction of S. However, the analysis methodology and 
empirical equations are specific for the headers of PFHE and are not applicable for 
other types of heat exchangers.   
As described in the preceding section, the maldistribution problem is more severe 
with two-phase fluids flowing in the tubes due to the gravitational effects which tend 
to stratify the vapour and liquid phases. Not only does maldistribution of mass flow 
occur among the tubes but the mass fraction of vapour and liquid in each tube may 
also be different. If the distribution header is not designed properly, these effects will 
be compounded. There have been quite a number of experimental studies to 
understand the two-phase flow mechanism in the headers and to determine the best 
geometry for the header to minimize the maldistribution effects. 
An example of these is the work by Vist [53] who investigated the distribution of 
two-phase carbon dioxide (CO2) refrigerant in a horizontal round manifold. The 
refrigerant enters the manifold at one end and exits at 10 parallel vertical tubes. The 
distribution of the refrigerant was characterized by using a flow ratio in each tube for 
both vapour and liquid phases. The experimental results showed that the vapour phase 
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was mainly distributed in the tubes closest to the manifold inlet while liquid was 
distributed mainly to the tubes at the other end. At low vapour fractions, vapour tends 
to flow into the tubes closest to the inlet. With high vapour fractions, the distribution 
of the vapour phase became more uniform among the tubes but the liquid tended to 
enter the tubes which were furthest away from the inlet. The distribution was also 
affected by the manifold diameter. The phase split in the local junctions of the 
manifold was very much dependent on the vapour fraction in the branch tube and the 
mass flux in the manifold itself.  
A similar experimental work was done by Hwang et al. [54] with a horizontal 
manifold and vertically oriented flat mini-channel tubes. A flow visualization 
technique was employed to observe the flow pattern in the manifold. Refrigerant R-
410A was used in the experiment while the normalized standard deviation (NSTD) of 
the liquid mass flow rate in the tubes described the non-uniform distribution in the 
tubes. Two inlet configurations were tested in the work, i.e. end-inlet (which was 
similar to the set-up used by Vist [53]) and side-inlet. The results of the NSTD 
indicated that the side-inlet configuration showed a better liquid flow distribution as 
compared with the end-inlet.  
Flow visualization by videography was also used in the work by Ahmad et al. [55] 
to observe the two-phase flow characteristics in headers of plate heat exchangers. The 
type of flow pattern occurring in the header manifold, i.e. stratified, stratified jet, 
liquid jet and liquid film, was found to be dependent on the mass flux and quality of 
the fluid. High flow momentum of the liquid phase in the header was observed to be 
favourable for homogeneous distribution among the channels. It was also determined 
that a horizontal header orientation has better distribution characteristics than the 
vertical.   
On the other hand, the study of flow maldistribution in headers by Habib et al. 
[56] was done with a commercial CFD code. Oil was used as the working fluid in the 
header assembly. The degree of flow maldistribution was characterized by using the 
normalized standard deviation of the mass flow and static pressure distribution in the 
header. For the study, the inlet nozzles and outlet tubes of the header were oriented 
perpendicularly. The results of the simulation have identified the geometrical 
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parameters of the header that affect the distribution among the outlet tubes, i.e. nozzle 
diameter, nozzle geometry, number of nozzles, incorporation of a secondary header 
and number of passes.  
The commercial CFD code, FLUENT, was also used by Ismail et al. [57] to 
simulate air flow distribution through the header and tubes of three compact plate-fin 
heat exchangers. The headers for two of these exchangers have perforated baffle 
plates, which were similar to the ones studied by Wen and Li [58], inserted at specific 
distances from the pipe inlet. The comparison of performance between the real 
maldistributed case and the ideal uniform case was given in terms of pressure drop. It 
was clearly seen that the maldistributed flow experienced higher pressure drops by 
about 6% to 34%. However, with the presence of the baffle plates, the hike in pressure 
drop was reduced to some extent, due to the suppression of maldistribution.   
It can be seen from all these results that the design of headers and distributors 
should be optimized on a case-by-case basis. In this respect, CFD is a useful design 
tool which can be used to reduce the tube-side maldistribution.  There is no single 
header configuration which would be optimum for any heat exchanger application. 
This is not only dependent on the geometrical configuration of the heat exchanger but 
also on the mass flux of the fluid flowing in the header.     
Lastly, Shao et al. [59] performed numerical calculations with a system balancing 
algorithm on a heat pump system, which has a fin-tube or micro-channel coil as the 
evaporator under frosting conditions. The evaporator was modeled with the tube-by-
tube approach. The dynamic heating capacity of the system was solved in progressive 
time steps and compared with measurements made under controlled conditions of 2
o
C 
dry-bulb temperature and 1
o
C wet-bulb temperature. The results showed a decreasing 
trend of the heating capacity with time as the ice formed on the fin surfaces became 
thicker. Good agreement was obtained between the experimental and simulation 
results when the refrigerant maldistribution in the evaporator was taken into 
consideration in the algorithm. A uniform distribution model showed the heating 
capacity reducing at a slower rate.  In other words, the maldistribution had an adverse 
effect on the heating performance of the system.  
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2.3 Opportunities for research 
It is obvious from the literature reviewed that almost all the past researchers have 
reported deterioration of performance when the heat exchanger encountered flow 
maldistribution. The statistical parameters most commonly used to characterize the 
non-uniform flow distribution are the mean and standard deviation, or other 
parameters which have definitions similar to the standard deviation. These represent 
the first and second statistical moments of the probability density function (PDF) for 
the non-uniform distribution. However, no research has been found that investigates 
the effect of higher statistical moments, i.e. skew and kurtosis, on the maldistribution 
problem in heat exchangers. In the opinion of the author, these four moments define 
the characteristics of the maldistribution profile and hence the influence of all of them 
needs to be considered. The importance of these higher moments has been recognized 
in several other types of applications, e.g. in packed beds [60] where the pressure drop 
distribution skewness across the annular test section was determined, and in trickle 
beds [61] where all four moments were used to define the porosity distribution in the 
bed.  
The review has also revealed that no comprehensive correlations are available 
which could successfully predict the heat exchanger performance for any given non-
uniform flow distribution. A summary of the available correlations from all the 
literature surveyed has been compiled chronologically in Table 2.1 to demonstrate this 
situation. Among the few reported are the correlation equations developed by Kondo 
and Aoki [31] and Jiao et al. [50, 51, 52] which only relate the performance 
degradation with the flow distribution standard deviation, without taking into 
consideration the effect of higher moments.  The same is also observed in the 
graphical results obtained by Chiou [16, 17, 28] where the absence of skew and 
kurtosis in the model could be the reason for the incoherent  - Z (i.e. deterioration 
factor vs. non-uniformity factor) plots obtained for a particular heat exchanger with 
several maldistribution profiles.  
It is from these identified research opportunities arising from the literature review 
that the research objectives presented in Chapter 1 have been established. It can also 
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be seen from the review that the maldistribution problem for the fin-tube heat 
exchanger could be examined from either the air-side or tube-side, or a combination 
of both. However, it has been highlighted that the air-side maldistribution has primary 
influence over that of the tube-side. Hence, the research undertaken in this work has 
focused on the maldistribution problem arising only from the effect of air-side flow 
non-uniformity. This study would then serve as the platform for continuing the 



















Table 2.1: Chronological summary of literature review 
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[25] 1977 Plate-fin Total combined 
channel 
deviation, t 
Yes. But given 
in graphical 
plots: NTU 
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Chiou  
 




Yes. But given 
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Fagan  [27] 1980 Fin-tube Mean, RMS No 
Shah and 
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[22] 1984 Tube banks 
(cross-flow) 
None No 




Yes. But given 
in graphical 
plot: -Z plot 
Chiou  [29] 1985 Fin-tube Non-uniformity 
factor, Z 
Yes. But given 
in graphical 
plot: -Z plot 
Chiou  [30] 1985 Fin-tube Non-uniformity 
factor,  







Table 2.1: Chronological summary of literature review (continued) 




















[31] 1986 Fin-tube RMS K-value Yes 

























[36] 1989 Fin-tube Average (mean) No 
Kitto and 
Robertson  




Domanski  [32] 1991 Fin-tube Mean No 
Timoney and 
Foley 
[37] 1994 Fin-tube Mean, standard 
deviation 
No 
Xu et al. [64] 1996 Fin-tube Mean, RMS No 
Beiler and 
Kroger 













[33] 1997 Fin-tube Average (mean) No 
Ryan and 
Timoney 
[38] 1997 Fin-tube Mean, RMS K-
value 
No 
Kou and Yuan  
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Ratts [66] 1998 Concentric-
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Meyer and 
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Lalot et al. [68] 1999 Heater bank Mean, ratio of 










Aganda et al. [43] 2000 Fin-tube Mean No 




Lee et al. [34] 2003 Fin-tube Average (mean) No 




Elgowainy [45] 2003 Fin-tube Average (mean) No 
Payne and 
Domanski 
[42] 2003 Fin tube Mean, standard 
deviation 
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Vist [53] 2004 Round tube 
manifold 
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Rao and Das [71] 2004 Plate m No 
Rao et al. [72] 2005 Plate m No 
Chen et al. [46] 2005 Fin-tube Oblique angle Yes 







[73] 2006 Fin-tube None No 

















Gong et al. [47] 2008 Fin-tube Mean, standard 
deviation (AMD) 
No 
Mishra et al. 
 




Shao et al. [35] 2009 Micro-
channel 
None No 
Ahmad et al. [55] 2009 Plate heat 
exchanger 
manifold 
Flow ratio No 




Ismail et al. [57] 2010 Plate-fin 
header 
None No 





A comprehensive literature review has been done to determine the status quo of 
research in the area of flow maldistribution in heat exchangers. The review has given 
particular attention to both air-side and tube-side maldistributions on fin-tube heat 
exchangers. From this, several opportunities for research have been identified. Due to 
its primary influence on the heat exchanger thermal performance, the effects of air-
side flow maldistribution are investigated in this work. Since no prior work has been 
done to evaluate the effects of skew and kurtosis on the maldistribution problem, this 
research examines the combined effect of all four statistical moments of probability 
density function on the heat transfer performance degradation.  
CHAPTER 3 
 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION 
DUE TO MALDISTRIBUTION 
3.1 Overview 
In this chapter, the characteristics of a distribution profile are examined. The profile is 
defined with the four statistical moments of probability density function, i.e. mean, 
standard deviation, skew and kurtosis. A Taylor series expansion of the fundamental 
relationship for heat transfer and pressure drop with the fluid velocity has revealed the 
contributions of each maldistribution statistical moment to the thermal and hydraulic 
performance degradation of a heat exchanger. The mathematical derivation is done by 
discretizing both the continuous non-uniform velocity distribution and the heat 
exchanger itself into a number of cell elements. From these, the sample estimates of 
the distribution moments are calculated. The findings of this analysis have provided 
the basic understanding of the maldistribution degradation phenomenon. 
3.2 Fundamentals of statistical moments 
In statistics, a random variable may be categorized as discrete, if it can be counted, or 
continuous, if it is measured [75]. Since both fluid velocity and temperature require 
measurements to quantify their magnitudes, these variables will describe continuous 
distribution profiles in a heat exchanger. The distribution itself can be expressed 
either spatially, i.e. within a space defined with a suitable coordinate system (e.g. 
Cartesian, x-y-z), or in a frequency distribution plot. In the former, the varying 
velocity or temperature in the distribution occurs at different locations on the 
exchanger; while in the latter, the frequency of occurrence for a particular velocity or 
temperature is given as a probability. For this purpose, a probability density curve is 
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used, as illustrated in the following Fig. 3.1. Therefore, the equation which describes 
this density curve is called the probability density function (PDF). 
  It is this probability density function which determines the set of statistical 
moments for a non-uniform distribution. The concept of moment in mathematics has 
evolved from the concept of moment in physics. By definition, the r
th
 moment of a 
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Therefore, the first moment of a probability density function, f(), for a parameter  
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The r
th
 central moment of the probability distribution function around the mean 
is given as: 
rr
r df )()()(   
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               (3.3) 
Thus, the second central moment gives the variance, from which the positive square 
root is the standard deviation, : 
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2 )()(   Var                (3.4) 
The normalized r
th
 central moment or standardized moment is the r
th
 central 
moment divided by  r, i.e. rr  . The third normalized central moment is called 
the skew,  : 
3
3                  (3.5) 
A distribution with positive skew will have an elongated tail to the right; and vice-
versa. A normal distribution curve has a skew of zero. 
The fourth normalized central moment, or kurtosis, is a measure of how tall and 





































4                  (3.6) 
Positive kurtosis distribution, called leptokurtic, indicates a relatively peaked 
distribution while a negative kurtosis distribution, called platykurtic, corresponds to a 
flat distribution. If the kurtosis is equal to zero, the frequency distribution is called 
mesokurtic.  
The definitions of equations (3.1) to (3.6) have been obtained from [76, 77]. An 
alternative definition of kurtosis is also given in [78], which is often referred to as 
“excess kurtosis”: 
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The reason for using this definition is because the kurtosis proper for a standard 
normal distribution is 3, i.e. by using equation (3.6). With this alternative convention, 
the normal distribution will have an excess kurtosis of zero, making it convenient to 
compare the peakedness of a distribution with the normal distribution. In the 
Microsoft EXCEL software, the excess kurtosis definition is used. 
In short, the mean gives the location of the central value for the distribution while 
standard deviation defines the variability, or spread, of the distribution. The skew is a 
measure of the lopsidedness of the distribution and the kurtosis is a measure of the 
degree of flattening of the frequency curve. The following Fig. 3.2 illustrates 

































Fig. 3.2: Examples of probability density functions which demonstrate the four 
statistical moments of a PDF: (a) Location and spread of distribution (b) 
Lopsidedness of distribution (c) Degree of flattening or peakedness 
 
Mean 
Spread  Standard deviation 
Positive skew Negative skew 
Positive kurtosis Negative kurtosis 
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The definitions of moments given above are valid for a large population size, e.g. 
for the continuous velocity distribution profile which theoretically has an infinite 
number of velocities. When the profile is approximated by discretization, there will 
be a small, finite number of velocity elements. In such an instance, it is more 
appropriate that the sample moments are estimated. In this work, the unbiased sample 
estimator equations for mean, standard deviation, skew and kurtosis, with a sample 
size of n, are given as the following [79]: 
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           (3.11) 
3.3 Reason for performance deterioration 
The fundamental reason for the performance degradation of a heat exchanger arising 
from the maldistribution is due to the relationship of the convective heat transfer 
coefficient and fluid pressure drop in the exchanger to the fluid velocity flowing 
through it, which can be expressed in the form: 
nVch  1                  (3.12) 
mVcp  2                             (3.13) 
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where the exponent n < 1 and m >1. These relationships can be deduced from well-
established heat transfer and friction factor correlations for turbulent flows [80]. This 
behaviour is illustrated as shown in Fig. 3.3. The magnitude of the constants, c1 and 
c2, and exponents, n and m, will thus define the heat transfer and fluid flow 
characteristics in the exchanger which takes into consideration the effect of the shape, 
size and spacing of the flow channels and the geometry of the channel surfaces. The 
attachment of headers, nozzles and fittings used to divert or converge the flow 
through the exchanger core can also be accounted for by these constants in certain 
types of heat exchangers; for example, cross-flow and fin-tube heat exchangers.  
In other words, the gross maldistribution that takes place on the heat exchanger is 
defined by the resultant approach fluid velocity. On the other hand, the approach 
velocity distribution would also be affected by the downstream flow behaviour 
through the exchanger core itself due to friction effects, passage-to-passage variations 
and re-laminarization in the flow passages. In this respect, higher flow resistance in 
the exchanger core will tend to attenuate the inlet maldistribution profile.  
When the distribution is uniform, all the velocities will be the same, say V = 1.0. 
In a maldistributed profile, there will be certain portions in the exchanger core which 
experience both higher and lower velocities than the mean value. Due to n being < 1, 
the portions with the lower velocities have a larger influence in reduction of heat 
transfer coefficient than the increase for the higher velocities. Similarly, with m > 1, 
higher velocities have a more significant effect on the increase of pressure drop than 
its reduction at lower velocities. For example, consider n = 0.8 and m = 1.8 (i.e. 
typical for fully developed turbulent pipe flows, as can be seen from the Dittus-
Boelter Nu correlation and Blasius f-factor correlation [80]), and for simplicity, half of 
the exchanger has 50% higher velocity than the mean, i.e. Vhigh = 1.5, whereas the 
other half has 50% lower velocity, i.e. Vlow = 0.5.  
By using equation (3.12), the reduction in heat transfer coefficient for the lower 
velocity is calculated as 42.6% while the increase for the higher velocity is 38.3%. 
Since the heat transfer rate is proportional to the heat transfer coefficient, this would 
mean that there is a net reduction of 2.2% in thermal performance arising from this 
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Simultaneously, the changes in the fluid pressure drop arising from this situation 
are calculated as 107.5% increase and 71.3% reduction for the higher and lower 
velocities, respectively. This results in a 62.8% net increase of mass-averaged 

















                     (3.15) 
3.4 Mathematical model 
In this study, the influence of the flow distribution statistical moments on the heat 
exchanger performance is investigated on only one fluid stream of the exchanger. To 
facilitate this, a cross-flow heat exchanger is modeled where the flow maldistribution 
is imposed on one side of the exchanger while the flow is uniform on the other side. 
In addition, the fluid inlet temperature on both fluid streams is held uniform and 
constant so as to isolate the flow maldistribution effects from any local temperature 
distortions. 
Let the continuous velocity distribution on the inlet face area of a heat exchanger 
be expressed, within a spatial Cartesian coordinate system similar to that of Fig. 3.1, 
as u = u(x, y). This will give rise to a PDF curve, P(u). The area under this curve 
denotes the probability of occurrence for the velocity u in the distribution profile.  
For the analysis, the cross-flow heat exchanger is discretized into smaller 
elements. This methodology is similar to that used by Chiou [17] and Ranganayakulu 
et al. [18]. The inlet face area is discretized into an arbitary number of cells, Nt. An 
example is shown in Fig. 3.4 for a fin-tube cross-flow heat exchanger. A specific 
velocity is then assigned to each cell while another fluid flows with uniform velocity 
on the other side of the exchanger. The combination of these velocities for all the cells 
will give the velocity maldistribution profile on the exchanger. Essentially, both the 
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spatial distribution and probability distribution of velocity are correspondingly 
discretized with this process. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. 
By using the same definition of equations (3.8) to (3.11), the sample estimates of 
the moments for the velocity distribution are calculated to give the mean, u , standard 
deviation, su, skew, u, and kurtosis, u.  





                  (3.16) 
This parameter can be viewed as a dimensionless moment. 
The velocity in the abscissa of the discretized probability density function shown 
in Fig. 3.5 is then re-plotted as Fig. 3.6. The values of k will range from negative to 
positive while it is zero when the velocity u is the mean. Such a transformation allows 
a linkage between the spatial and probability fields of the distribution.  
On the ordinate of Fig. 3.6, Pk is the discrete probability for k, which is actually an 
approximation of P(u) for the continuous distribution. The number of elements having 
the magnitude of k in the distribution, Nk, is then approximately equal to the area 
under the probability density function curve at k for an interval of k multiplied by the 
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Fig. 3.3: Example of heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop 
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3.4.1 Thermal performance degradation 
If Ao is the total external surface area for one discrete element of the exchanger, the 
total heat transfer of each element is given as: 
TAhq so                   (3.18) 
The fin surface efficiency, s, appears on the right-hand side of the equation to take 
into consideration the effects of fins on the heat transfer surfaces. If the exchanger 
does not have fins, then s = 1. 
By using (3.12) and (3.16), and assuming a constant tube wall temperature, 
equation (3.18) can be re-written as: 
n
us ksuq )(                              (3.19) 
where TAc o  1 is a constant 




uksk Nksuq  )(,                           (3.20) 
The total heating capacity of the heat exchanger is the summation of the elemental 
capacities qk for all values of k. Substituting equation (3.17) into (3.20) for a fixed 




ukkstkm ksuPNQ )(,                          (3.21) 
With a uniform distribution, su = 0 and all elements have the same fin efficiency, s,u. 
Also 1 k
k
kP , and thus the uniform heating capacity is written as: 
n
ustu uNQ  ,                            (3.22) 






































u            (3.23) 








                             (3.24) 
With Qm < Qu, higher magnitudes of D have the meaning of higher deterioration of 
thermal performance.  
Subtracting (3.23) from (3.22), and by assuming that ksus ,,    for the same 
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                        (3.26) 




















               (3.27) 
























































































3.4.2 Hydraulic performance deterioration 
A similar approach is applied to the air pressure drop for all the elements in the 
exchanger, i.e. from equation (3.13): 
m
uksucp )(2                             (3.29) 
To quantify the degree of hydraulic performance deterioration, the mass-averaged 









p ,                            (3.30) 
Equation (3.30) can also be viewed as a summation of all the elemental pumping 
power to give the total exchanger pumping value, Pw: 
 
i
iiw pP                             (3.31) 










                   (3.32) 
Higher values of Pp signify higher deterioration of hydraulic performance. By 
applying the same Taylor series expansion to equation (3.29) and with the same 
























































































3.5 Interpretation of the derivation 
It is obvious from equation (3.28) and (3.33) that the thermal degradation factor, D, 
and pumping power penalty factor, Pp, are, in principle, functions of all four statistical 








The third term in the equation is related to the distribution skew while the fourth term 
is related to kurtosis. This implies that the mean and standard deviation have a 
dominant influence on the performance degradation. Also, since the equations are 
derived from a convergent Taylor series, the magnitudes of the subsequent higher 
order terms will become progressively smaller. Therefore, this implies that the skew 
and kurtosis have declining influence on D and Pp.  With its larger denominator, the 
kurtosis term will have a weak, if not insignificant, effect.  
Further examination of the equations shows that the magnitude of D and Pp are 
dependent not only on the statistical moments but also on the k-Pk characteristics of 
the PDF curves. However, due to the range of k from negative to positive, the 
magnitude of 
k
kkP will be small, or zero for distributions with skew equal to zero. 
Thus, the contribution from the first term in the two equations (3.28) and (3.33) is 
small.  However, the second term is dominant due to the contribution of
k
kPk
2  and 






















               (3.34) 
In addition, with n < 1 and m > 1, D and Pp are effectively always positive. 
To further elucidate the dependency of the moments and k-Pk characteristics, 
equations (3.28) and (3.33) are examined by varying one moment at a time, while 
keeping the others constant, as can be seen in the following few cases, as summarized 




Table 3.1: Summary of variations made to the statistical moments 
 Mean Standard 
deviation 
Skew Kurtosis 
Case 1 Varied Fixed Fixed Fixed 
Case 2 Fixed Varied Fixed Fixed 
Case 3 Fixed Fixed Varied Fixed 
 
Case 1  
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.7(a) where the PDF curve of the distribution 
is translated as the mean varies. With the k notation transformation, all the PDF 
curves will have one common k-Pk characteristic, as shown in Fig. 3.7(b), i.e. 

k
kkP will be the same. Therefore, equations (3.28) and (3.33) indicate that for this 
case, D and Pp vary inversely with the square or cube of the mean (i.e. ignoring the 
terms higher than O
4
 in equations (3.28) and (3.33)).  
It is also observed in Fig. 3.7(b) that the transformed Pk curve has shifted slightly 
to the right. This is due to the forward differencing scheme used in the discretization 
procedure to calculate Pk. Similar observations will be seen in the following cases. 
 
Case 2  
An example of the variation in standard deviation in this situation is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.8(a). Transformation to the k notation revealed that there is not much change in 
the distribution spread along the abscissa as shown in Fig. 3.8(b). With the first term 





 as the contribution from the fourth terms is small. Higher magnitudes of 
standard deviation, su, will have higher deterioration effect.  
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Case 3  
Fig. 3.9(a) gives an example of this situation where the skew varies between 
negative and positive values. The k transformation again show that the distribution 
spread along the abscissa is the almost the same, as indicated in Fig. 3.9(b). Hence, it 
is obvious from equation (3.28) and (3.33) that for this case, D and Pp varies linearly 
with skew. Also, with n < 1, negative values of skew will cause increasing 
deterioration effect as D becomes more positive, and vice-versa. Conversely, with m > 














































Fig. 3.7: Transformation of PDF for Case 1 with varying mean: (a) Translation 
















Fig. 3.8: Transformation of PDF for Case 2 with varying standard deviation 






















Fig. 3.9: Transformation of PDF for Case 3 with varying skew 




3.6 Normalization of moments 







su ratio in equations (3.28) and (3.33) suggests the 
possibility of analyzing the maldistribution problem with a normalized velocity 
profile. With this normalization, the mean would then become unity, i.e. 1' u . The 
























                  (3.36) 






























































































           (3.38) 
 
With this form, the trends of D and Pp with respect to the standard deviation, skew 
and kurtosis as discussed in the preceding cases are equally applicable to the 
respective normalized counterparts.  
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However, since the normalized 1'u , the effect of the flow mean will need to be 
examined by using the non-dimensional NTU value: 
minC
UA
NTU                              (3.39) 
To do this, the flow mean velocities are multiplied with the normalized velocity 
distribution (i.e. uuu ' ) and the exchanger total NTU is evaluated. By doing so, the 
normalized standard deviation, s’, skew, ’, and kurtosis, ’, will be constant. An 
example is seen in Fig. 3.10(a) and 3.10(b) where the normalized standard deviation is 
kept the same, i.e. s’ = 0.38. With this, as the mean increases, the standard deviation 
will also increase to maintain the same s’ ratio. By applying the k notation, all the 
transformed PDF will also have a mean, 0k , as can be seen in Fig. 3.10(c). Since 
the NTU is inversely proportional to the mass flow rate, higher mean velocities will 






























ratio of 0.38: (a) PDF curves (b) Normalized PDF curves (c) 
Transformation to k-Pk 
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3.7 Physical reasoning of trends 
It has been shown in the preceding section that as the distribution standard deviation 
increases, the magnitude of thermal and hydraulic deterioration increases. The reason 
for this occurrence is that the larger variation of velocities in the distribution cause a 
larger difference between the lowest, Vlow, and highest, Vhigh, velocity magnitudes, and 
hence larger performance losses due to the same phenomenon as described in Section 
3.3.  
Distribution with positive skews will have a larger proportion of higher velocities. 
These higher velocities will tend to counteract the adverse thermal effects of the lower 
velocities which then reduce the heat transfer performance degradation. Conversely, 
distribution with negative skews will experience higher thermal deterioration due to 
the larger proportion of lower velocities. On the other hand, the higher velocities in a 
positive skewed distribution will tend to increase the pressure drop in the exchanger 
core which therefore increases the pumping power penalty, and vice-versa. 
With fixed standard deviation and skew, the proportion of the higher and lower 
velocities in the distribution remains approximately the same with changes in the 
kurtosis, or peakedness of the distribution. Hence, the kurtosis does not play a part in 
determining the magnitude of performance degradation. 
As described earlier, a higher mean corresponds to higher fluid velocities which 
results in lower NTU values. There are two mechanisms through which the mean 
affects the magnitude of D and Pp. 
a) Firstly, higher flow rates have larger inertias which are less susceptible to 
maldistribution effects.  
b) However, higher flow rates will give higher velocities over the fin surfaces 
which increase the heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop, as can be seen 
in equations (3.12) and (3.13), thus rendering the exchanger more sensitive to 
maldistribution effects. 
The first effect is seen in Case 1 and Fig. 3.7, where the shape of the 
maldistribution profile remains unchanged as the mean varies. This explains the 
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reciprocal relationships between D and Pp with the mean for this situation.  For other 
cases where the standard deviation and skew changes simultaneously together with 
the mean, both of these effects will occur. Obviously, these have opposing effects. 
However, the dominating effect will dictate the trend of D and Pp. This phenomenon 
is described in further detail in the next chapter. 
 
3.8 Optimization of skew 
Up to this point, the thermal and hydraulic degradations have been de-coupled in the 
analysis. However, the coupling of these effects can be examined by using the ratio of 
heat transfer per unit input power (Q/Pw), described as follows:  
From (3.24), the maldistributed heating capacity is expressed as: 
)1( DQQ um                  (3.40) 
Similarly, from (3.32), the maldistributed pumping power would be: 
)1(,, puwmw PPP                  (3.41) 















                 (3.42) 
From the interpretation of Case 3, it was shown that for a specific NTU and 
standard deviation, increasing the skew will cause D to decrease while Pp increases. 
Therefore, this suggests that an optimum skew exists where the ratio (1-D) / (1+Pp) 






















































Fig. 3.11: Example plot of (1-D) / (1+Pp) vs. skew showing optimum maximum 










3.9 Generality of results 
Although a cross-flow heat exchanger has been used as an example in the analysis, 
the findings would still be applicable for other types of exchangers. For this, the 
exchanger must be discretized on the fluid inlet face area across the flow channels. In 
the case of a fin-tube heat exchanger, as shown in Fig. 3.4, this was done on the air 
inlet coil face area. For a shell-and-tube heat exchanger, each tube inlet on the tube 
sheet could form an individual cell element for the analysis. Similarly, divisions could 
be made along the inlet header of a plate heat-exchanger to discretize the flow among 
the plate channels. Smaller discretized cell sizes would reflect a closer approximation 
of the real exchanger application. In any case, the common fundamental governing 
equations used in deriving the degradation effects would ensure the generality of the 
model. 
It is observed that all the probability density functions used in the analysis above 
are uni-modal. However, the derivation would also be valid for multimodal 
distributions as long as the overall distribution moments are used. From a practical 
view point, it is possible for a heat exchanger to encounter multimodal velocity 
distributions. A case of bimodal distribution can occur when the fluid flows through 
two consecutive bends in orthogonal planes before reaching the heat exchanger inlet. 
Another example would be an air-cooled fin-tube condenser which has multiple fans, 
rotating at different speeds, drawing air through the exchanger core.  
As a further elaboration, a bimodal distribution which is derived from a 
combination of two individual uni-modal distributions is considered. The first 
distribution has a mean of 
1u  and standard deviation of s1, while the second 
distribution has a mean of 
2u  and standard deviation of s2. If  is weightage factor 
used between these two distributions to generate the bimodal probability density 
function, the overall mean and variance for the resultant distribution would be given 
as [81]: 







2 )1()))(1(( suuss                (3.44) 
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These could then be used in equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.16) without losing the 
generality of the derivation.  
A worked example is illustrated in Fig. 3.12 for two normal distributions (skew = 
0.0) with 
1u  = 1.0, 2u = 2.0, s1 = 0.223 and s2 = 0.40. With a weightage factor of 0.55, 
the mean and standard deviation of the bimodal distribution are calculated as 1.45 and 
0.589, respectively. The resultant distribution also has a positive skew. The following 
Table 3.2 shows the calculated normalized standard deviation and skew of these three 
distributions. It is observed that the resultant bimodal distribution has the highest 
normalized standard deviation, with normalized mean = 1.00, where in accordance to 
equations (3.37) and (3.38), it will have the highest magnitude of thermal and 
hydraulic performance deterioration. Even though the results are for a bi-modal 
distribution, the developed theory is also valid, by extension, for multimodal 















Fig. 3.12: Bimodal distribution generated with a weightage factor of 0.55 
 
Table 3.2: Calculated normalized moments for resultant bimodal distribution 




1st 0.214 0.000 
distribution     
(Normal)     
2nd 0.194 0.000 
distribution     
(Normal)     
3rd 0.387 0.453 
distribution     
(Bimodal)     
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3.10 Summary 
In this chapter, the definitions of the four statistical moments of probability density 
function, i.e. mean, standard deviation, skew and kurtosis, which characterize a 
maldistribution velocity profile, were defined. A new mathematical derivation, based 
on Taylor series expansion, was developed to bring out the contribution of each 
moment to the magnitude of thermal and hydraulic performance degradation. Of the 
four, the first and second moments, i.e. mean and standard deviation, have dominant 
effects on the heat exchanger performance. The subsequent higher moments were 
shown to have declining influence. For a known mean and standard deviation, 
positive skews was observed to give favourable low thermal degradation effects, but 
on the other hand, negative skews have low hydraulic performance penalties. 
Consequently, there exists an optimum magnitude of skew where the ratio of heat 
transfer per unit input power is a maximum.  
The results of the derivation have also shown the possibility of analyzing the 
maldistribution problem by using normalized moments. With this method, the effect 
of the mean is captured by using the heat exchanger NTU value. Higher mean 
corresponds to lower values of NTU. Since the non-dimensional NTU takes into 
consideration other important parameters which affect the heat exchanger 
performance, i.e. the external and internal heat transfer coefficients and fluid 
temperatures, this normalization technique is preferred for further studies of the 
maldistribution problem. 
Lastly, the generality of the derivation method for all types of heat exchangers 
was discussed. The applicability of the method for any multimodal distribution was 
also established, so long as the overall moments of the distribution are used in 





NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF FLOW MALDISTRIBUTION ON THE THERMAL 
PERFORMANCE OF FIN-TUBE HEAT EXCHANGERS 
4.1 Overview 
The effect of velocity maldistribution on the thermal performance of a single row fin-
tube heat exchanger is examined numerically in this chapter. A discretization 
technique has been applied to the air inlet face area of the heat exchanger, which has 
been divided into 100 elements, with each element being assigned a specific velocity 
magnitude. As a result, all the elemental velocities on the coil face area define the 
statistical moments of the velocity distribution in the heat exchanger.  
The velocity maldistribution used in the analysis was generated by manipulating 
the probability density functions of several well-defined distributions. The heat 
transfer performance for each element was then calculated by using the -NTU 
method with the known inlet fluid temperatures. By summing all the elemental 
performances, the thermal performance degradation factor for the entire exchanger 
was determined and the results analyzed with respect to the normalized moments, 
NTU and R, the ratio between the external and internal heat transfer coefficients. 
4.2 Discretization model of the fin-tube heat exchanger 
The methodology reported in Chapter 3 has demonstrated how the maldistribution 
degradation problem in an arbitrary heat exchanger could be analyzed by means of 
discretizing the exchanger into smaller elements. The same approach is now applied 
to fin-tube heat exchanger coils to quantify the magnitude of the thermal degradation 
factor, D, i.e. equation (3.24), as the statistical moments vary systematically. 
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However, examination of the derivation used in the previous chapter, which is 
based upon Newton‟s law of cooling, i.e. equation (3.18), shows that the normalized 
equation (3.37) is only an estimation for the thermal degradation factor, D. Several 
assumptions have been made in the derivation, i.e.  
a) Constant tube wall temperature. 
b) Constant temperature difference (T) between the inlet air and fin surfaces. 
c) Ignoring variations in fin surface efficiency and approximating it with the 
efficiency under uniform distribution (s,k ≈ s,u).  
 It is known that in reality, the fin surface temperature is dependent on the inlet air 
velocity itself, and also on the tube internal heat transfer coefficient. The fin surface 
efficiency is also dependent on the surface temperature. However, in spite of the 
assumption, the derivation was found adequate to demonstrate the contribution of 
each statistical moment to the magnitude of D. As a result of this assumption, the 
derived equation (3.37) would not be able to calculate and quantify exactly the 
magnitude of D.  
Subsequently, a more robust discretization technique based on the -NTU 
approach was used for the analysis. This approach was found to be more suitable as 
the fin surface temperature is not required to be known to calculate the heat exchanger 
thermal performance. To facilitate this, a numerical model of a single row fin-tube 
heat exchanger, similar to that shown in Fig. 3.4, was established as a baseline for the 
study. The coil has 10 tubes which forms 5 identical circuits through the exchanger 
core, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The tube diameter was 9.52mm with a tube pitch of 25.4 
mm and row pitch of 22.0 mm. The coil also has wavy fins, as shown in Fig. 4.2, with 
a fin pitch of 1.411mm (i.e. 18 fins per inch). Such coil specifications would be 
commonly encountered in air-conditioning and refrigeration equipment. As the size of 
the coil face area would not affect the results of the analysis, the coil length was 
arbitrarily chosen as 600 mm with a height of 254 mm. The entire coil face area was 
then discretized into a 10 x 10 grid to give 100 elements. Each element was treated as 
an individual cross-flow heat exchanger with the tube in the center, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4.1.  
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Following the observations from Chapter 3, every individual element on the coil 
was assigned a normalized velocity ratio. The combination of these elemental velocity 
ratios will therefore define the maldistribution profile which has a normalized mean of 
1.00.  The normalized sample standard deviation, skew and kurtosis could also be 
determined from these values. The methodology used to generate and assign the 
distribution to the individual elements is discussed in the next section. 
For the numerical simulation, the air volume flow rate through the exchanger 




 (240 – 960 ft3min-1), which corresponds to an average 
face velocity range of 0.70 to 3.00 ms
-1
 covering a typical range of velocities used in 
practice. This average face velocity was then multiplied with the normalized velocity 
ratios assigned on the 10 x 10 grid to give the actual velocity maldistribution in the 





the simulation, which reflects typical application range in air-conditioning systems. 
Water was considered as the working fluid in the tubes to keep the heat transfer 





C, i.e. air was heated as it flowed through the fin passages. By 
imposing a high flow rate through the tubes, the water temperature through the coil 





so as to give a minimum Rew = 10,000 at the lowest flow rate, which corresponded to 
turbulent flow in the tubes. With the controlling thermal resistance residing on the 
air-side, the high water flow rate mimicked the high heat transfer coefficient in the 
tube-side arising from flow boiling or condensation, as typically encountered in the 
evaporators and condensers of HVAC&R equipment. For the numerical simulation, 
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 discrete element, the thermal resistance equation was applied to 













                  (4.1) 
 
where Ao and Ai are the total external and internal surface areas of the element, do and 
di are the tube external and internal diameters, respectively, ho,i and hi are the external 
and internal heat transfer coefficients, respectively, s is the fin surface efficiency, l is 
the element tube length and kwall is the tube wall thermal conductivity. The effect of 
tube fouling is ignored in the thermal resistance equation above. 
 There are two possible ways to determine the external heat transfer coefficient, 
ho,i, for each element. The first is to use the j-factor correlation developed by other 
researchers, for example the correlation developed by Wang et al. [82] for wavy fins. 
This correlation is reproduced in Appendix A. Correlations are available in literature 
for other fin patterns, e.g. louvered fins and slit fins. From the j-factor, ho,i is 








                  (4.2) 
where ReDc is the air-side Reynolds number based on the fin collar diameter. The 
main advantage of this method is the ease of using the general form of the correlation 
for similar fin patterns within the range of geometrical parameters specified by the 
correlation. However, this method lacks accuracy for a specific manufactured fin 
pattern which may differ from that used during the development of the correlation. 
The correlation itself has a margin of deviation to fit the data scatter. Wang et al. [82] 
have reported a margin of 15% for their correlation.  
The second method is to use actual ho experimental data of fin-tube coils to 
generate the j-factor correlation. This method is preferred, and has been adopted in 
the present research, as the actual fins used for the work are characterized, which 
allows a greater degree of accuracy. To do this, the experiment must cover a range of 
geometrical parameters for the fin-tube heat exchanger which has the same fin 
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pattern, e.g. number of rows and fin pitch. The details of this experiment are 
described in Chapter 6.  
In this work, the wavy fin-tube heat exchangers used have been obtained from 
O.Y.L. Manufacturing Company Sdn. Bhd., the sponsor for this research. For ease of 
handling the data, the calculated j-factors obtained from the experiment were 
correlated by applying a correction factor, C, to the Wang et al. correlation [82], as 
follows: 
WangOYL jCj                   (4.3) 
The magnitude of this correction factor is dependent on the fin surface geometry. The 
value of the factor has been determined experimentally in Chapter 6. With the j-factor 
known, ho can then be calculated from equation (4.2).  
On the other side of the exchanger, the determination of the internal heat transfer 
is much easier. In the simulation, this was done by applying the Pethukov-Kirilov-














Nu                 (4.4) 
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 wwf                 (4.6) 
The fin efficiency, f, was calculated by using the Schmidt sector method for 
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lt XXL                (4.14) 








                 (4.15) 
where Af is the surface area of the fins alone, without the fin base area. 
With the Uo calculated for each coil element, the heat transfer (Qi) for each 
element was then determined from: 
)( ,,min, inainwiii TTCQ                (4.16) 
where Tw,in and Ta,in , respectively are the water and air temperatures entering the 
element and Cmin,i is the element minimum heat capacity rate which is defined as: 
apiai cmC ,,min,                 (4.17) 
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The element heat exchanger effectiveness, i, is a function of the element number 
of transfer units, NTUi, which, following the definition of equation (3.39), is given as: 
ioioi CAUNTU min,,              (4.18) 
The effectiveness is also a function of the heat capacity rate ratio, Cr, which is 
defined as: 
max.min CCC ir               (4.19) 
With water flowing in the tube side of the heat exchanger, the maximum heat 
capacity rate, Cmax, is given as: 
wpwcmC ,max               (4.20) 
For an unmixed – unmixed cross-flow configuration for both the air and water 
fluid streams, the relationship for the effectiveness, i, is given as [84]: 


















i            (4.21) 
The sum of all the elemental heat transfer rates,
i
iQ , was calculated to give the 
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,               (4.24) 
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The above calculation procedure was performed for both cases of maldistributed 
and uniform velocity distributions to obtain the corresponding thermal performances, 
Qm and Qu, respectively. These were then used to obtain the thermal performance 
degradation factor, D, as defined in equation (3.24). 
4.2.1 Psychrometrics 





calculated based upon the inlet temperature. The calculation of moist air properties, 
i.e. density and specific heat, was done by using psychrometric equations formulated 
by ASHRAE [85]. For this, the air dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures were used to 
determine the water vapour saturation pressure (pws). The equation used to calculate 









4321 TCTCTCTCCTCpws             (4.25) 
With pws expressed in Pa, and the air temperature, T, in Kelvin, the values of the 
constants are given in the following table: 










The humidity ratio of saturated air (Ws) at a given barometric pressure Patm (which 








 62198.0                (4.26)  
If the air wet-bulb temperature (T
*
) is used in the calculation of equations (4.25) and 




 are obtained. With these, the air humidity ratio, 










              (4.27) 
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 62198.0                (4.29) 





a                 (4.30) 




. The inverse of the specific 
volume is the air density. The air specific heat capacity was calculated from: 
Wc ap 86.10056.1,                 (4.31) 
Other transport properties of air required for the calculation, i.e. dynamic viscosity 
and thermal conductivity, were obtained by fitting the data published by ASHRAE 
[85] with a third order polynomial equation. The data used for the fitting was 
sufficient to cover the range of air temperatures studied in this work. 
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4.3 Generating velocity distributions 
Each discrete cell on the coil was assigned an inlet air velocity value. To determine 
these velocities and their required quantity to make up the distribution, calculations 
with continuous probability density functions (PDF) were used. There are many PDF 
available which can be used to fit the required combination of mean, standard 
deviation, skew and kurtosis. Most of these distributions have well-defined equations 
established for these four moments. By manipulating the parameters in these 
equations, it is possible to generate a distribution with the required moments. 
To illustrate this methodology, a worked example with Normal distribution is 




















xP               (4.32) 
This distribution has a skew of 0.00 and kurtosis of 0.00. To simulate a normalized 
distribution profile, the mean, , is set at 1.00. A standard deviation (normalized),, 
of 0.33 is specified for the example. The discretized values of P(x) can then be 
calculated for a range of velocity ratios, x, for example 0.1 to 2.0, at intervals of 0.1. 
The plot of this PDF is shown in Fig. 4.3. This distribution will be imposed on the 
same 10 x 10 grid as shown in Fig. 4.1. It is noted that for the simulation, the values 
of x are non-negative.  
The total area under this probability distribution curve is equal to 1. Hence, 
multiplying the area under the curve for any interval of velocity ratio with the number 
of discrete elements, i.e. 100, will give the approximate quantity required for a given 
velocity ratio. Since the PDF is continuous, a rounding to the nearest integer is 
required.  
The same procedure was then applied for other PDF choices. A PDF was selected 
based on the skewness of the density function plot. Zero skew distributions can be 
generated not only with the Normal distribution but also from the Pearson Type VII 
and Wigner semi-circle distributions. The Skew Normal distributions can give both 
positive and negative skews. Positive skew distributions were generated with the Log 
Normal and Chi distributions. Beta distributions were used to generate negative 
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skews. A listing of all the distributions used in this study, compiled from several 
sources, is given in Appendix B [86 - 90].  
The velocities and their corresponding quantities generated from the discretized 
distribution, e.g. from Fig. 4.3(b), were then assigned to the individual coil discrete 
elements. There are many possible arrangements of the velocities on the grid. Two 
methods have been used in this work, i.e. by manual and by random assignment.  
For the first case, the velocity spatial distribution was manually arranged to give 
pre-determined non-uniform spatial distribution shapes, e.g. dome, planar, double-
humped, etc. Some examples of these are shown in Fig. 4.4. In the second case, the 
location for each velocity was randomly assigned by means of a random number 
generator. This was implemented with the Rnd function in Visual Basic, as shown 
below, which generates a random integer (x2) between 1 and 100 to indicate the cell 
location. 
Randomize   
x1 = Rnd 
x2 = Int(100 * x1 + 1) 

























































































Fig. 4.3: (a) Normal probability density function plot (mean = 1.00, standard 
deviation = 0.33, skew = 0.00, kurtosis = 0.00) showing the area under the curve 
for an interval of velocity ratio (b) Discretized velocity distribution derived from 


























































Fig. 4.4: Examples of velocity spatial distribution over the 10 x 10 (I -J) grid 
elements 
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In either case, the shape of the spatial distribution will not affect the magnitude of 
heating capacity. This is because of the constant water temperature, and hence 
constant tube wall temperature, along the tube length. In view of this, the random 
assignment is preferred due to the ease of implementation in the calculation 
algorithm. With the velocity ratios assigned, the last step in the procedure to generate 
the velocity distribution on the heat exchanger was to multiply all the ratios with the 
average coil face inlet velocity.  
4.4 Calculation algorithm 
The computation of the heat exchanger heating capacity was done by using Microsoft 
EXCEL. From the velocity maldistribution input, the performance of each element 
was calculated line-by-line on the spreadsheet where all the required equations, as 
described in the previous section, have been assembled. The main reason for using 
EXCEL was due to the availability of in-built statistical functions to calculate 
standard deviation [STDEV( )], skew [SKEW( )] and kurtosis [KURT( )] for a set of 
data. 
A total of 20 velocity maldistribution profiles, with random spatial distributions, 
were generated for the analysis. The range of normalized statistical moments covered 
by these maldistributions is as follows:  
1. Standard deviation: 0.10 to 0.70 
2. Skew: -1.0 to +1.0 
3. Kurtosis: -1.0 to +1.0 
These profiles are stored as a database list on the spreadsheet itself.  
For each maldistribution profile and a set of air flow rates and fluid inlet 
temperatures, the calculation steps to determine the heating capacity of each cell 
element are shown in a flowchart as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. These were then repeated 
iteratively as the air flow rate, air and water inlet temperatures and internal heat 
transfer coefficients were systematically changed.  
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The overall calculation procedure is shown in Fig. 4.6. In this work, the internal 





. The temperatures were increased in steps of 5
o
C while the air flow rate 
multiplication factor (Vr) was increased in steps of 0.2. To perform this iteration 
procedure, a macro programme written in Visual Basic (VBA) was embedded into 
the EXCEL spreadsheet.   
4.5 Grid size independence 
The 10x10 grid size used in the simulation was chosen based upon the experience 
from other researchers, e.g. Ranganayakulu et al [18]. However, to further justify the 
use of this grid, a grid sensitivity test was performed.  For this purpose, a set of 
calculations were performed on the single row fin-tube heat exchanger which has the 
same air-side maldistribution, but with four different grid sizes, i.e. 10 x 10, 10 x 11, 
10 x 15 and 10 x 20. The normalized statistical moments which define this 
maldistribution were standard deviation = 0.32, skew = 0.00 and kurtosis = -0.30. The 
magnitude of degradation factor, D, was calculated for all four cases with an inlet air 









C, respectively.   
The results of this test are given in Table 4.2 which shows that D is not affected 
significantly by the grid size. Consequently, maintaining a coarser 10x10 grid was 
more practical for computation without any significant impact on the calculation 
results. 
 
Table 4.2: Results of grid independence test 
 
Grid size D 
Deviation with 
respect to 10x10 grid 
10x10 2.07% - 
10x11 2.08% 0.48% 
10x15 2.07% 0.00% 
10x20 2.06% -0.48% 
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Fig. 4.5: Calculation algorithm to obtain cell element heating capacity 
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4.6 Results 
The simulation was initially done by calculating the heat exchanger heating capacity 
with varying kurtosis while the mean, standard deviation and skew were held 
constant. Fig. 4.7 illustrates examples of the calculated D of the exchanger coil for 
normalized standard deviation of 0.10, 0.36 and 0.44, and normalized skew of 0.00 
and 0.72. The air face velocity was set at 1.85 ms
-1
. 
In general, the trend lines are flat which indicates that kurtosis does not have a 
significant effect on the heat exchanger thermal performance. This is in agreement 
with the observations from the analysis in Chapter 3. As a result of this, kurtosis was 
not controlled further when generating the maldistribution profiles for subsequent 
simulation calculations. 
The results of the calculation as the moments, fluid temperatures and air flow rates 
change are presented with plots of D vs. NTU. Fig. 4.8 shows such an example of a D-




. The calculation data 
were then re-plotted to describe the effect of standard deviation and skew on D. This 
was done for specific NTU values. Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate these effects with NTU 
= 1.0. 
The effects of the maldistribution on the exchanger performance were then 
compared with respect to higher magnitudes of hi. The trend of the calculated D could 
be seen in Fig. 4.11 for a specific set of moments. These effects could also be 
presented alternatively by plotting D versus hi, at a specific NTU and skew, as shown 
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Fig. 4.7: Effect of kurtosis on D 
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Fig. 4.8: D-NTU plot for skew = 1.00 with varying standard deviation 




























































Fig. 4.9: Effect of standard deviation on D  














Fig. 4.10: Effect of skew on D 





































Fig. 4.11: Effect of hi on D with varying NTU 
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Fig. 4.12: Effect of hi on D at fixed NTU and skew 







4.7 Analysis and discussion 
The results of the numerical study have clearly shown confirmation of the theoretical 
findings obtained in Chapter 3 which states that the first three statistical moments of 
the maldistribution, i.e. mean, standard deviation and skew, affect the heat exchanger 
thermal performance. The effect of the mean was represented in the calculation by the 
non-dimensional parameter NTU. Also, as observed in the preceding section, the 
fourth moment, kurtosis, did not show a perceptible effect on the magnitude of D. The 
effects of these moments are now described in greater detail in the following sub-
sections. 
4.7.1 Effect of standard deviation 
Corresponding to the findings from previous research, e.g. [27, 32], the calculation 
results show that higher standard deviation will cause a larger performance 
deterioration. The deterioration factor, D, is found to increase supralinearly with 
normalized standard deviation. D increases at a faster rate as the standard deviation 
increases. The trend lines of Fig. 4.9 show that a third degree polynomial equation can 
be used to fit the data points, which is in agreement with equation (3.28), for a known 
skew and NTU. When the velocity distribution is uniform, the standard deviation will 
equal zero, and hence D = 0. Nevertheless, the magnitude of D calculated is also low, 
e.g. only 2% when the normalized standard deviation is about 0.30. With higher 
standard deviation of 0.70, D is between 12% and 16%.  This corresponds well with 
the findings of Mueller [12]. 
4.7.2 Effect of skew 
 The results in Fig. 4.10 show that skew has no significant effect when the standard 
deviation is lower than 0.10. When the normalized standard deviation is between 0.10 
and 0.40, the performance deterioration varies linearly with skew, i.e. following the 
theoretical trend observed in Chapter 3. However, with higher standard deviations, D 
tends to vary in the order of the square of skew. This deviation from the linear trend 
could be due to the amplification of the differences, at higher standard deviations, 
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with the theoretical derivation arising from the assumptions made, as highlighted in 
Section 4.2.  
Nevertheless, the results also confirm that at higher positive skews, the 
performance deterioration is less, and vice-versa. As explained in the previous 
chapter, this is because the positive skew distribution has a larger proportion of higher 
velocities which reduce the adverse effects of the lower velocities.  
4.7.3 Effect of NTU 
The results shown in Fig. 4.8 demonstrate the trend of performance deterioration with 
respect to the magnitude of NTU. High values of NTU correspond to low air flow 
rates (i.e. lower mean) and with high inlet temperatures. As the air flow rate increases, 
i.e. NTU decreases, the magnitude of D will initially increase. The reason for this 
phenomenon is that the higher air velocities will cause the external heat transfer 
coefficient, ho, on the fin surfaces to increase. With the reduction of thermal resistance 
from the external convective surfaces, the exchanger coil becomes more susceptible to 
the detrimental effects of maldistribution.  
Essentially, the air-side maldistribution will only affect the external thermal 
resistance, ro. Here ro is the controlling component in the total thermal resistance 
network which, ignoring the tube wall conduction resistance, is expressed as: 
iot rrr                   (4.33) 
As the NTU continues to reduce, a peak for D is reached, where a further increase 
of air flow rate will cause the deterioration to diminish. With further reduction of 
NTU, the external resistance will continue to decrease while the internal resistance 
remains the same (i.e. fixed hi). The magnitude of ro will now approach ri, whence it 
will no more be controlling and the influence of ri becomes more significant in 
determining the total heat transfer through the exchanger. Since the degradation effect 
is only dependent on ro and since the ratio of ro/rt becomes smaller, the degradation 
effect of maldistribution becomes less, i.e. D reduces. This declining trend at high 
flow rates concurs with the findings of Fagan [27]. Furthermore, this also corresponds 
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to a larger mass flow rate through the exchanger which becomes less susceptible to 
the degradation effect caused by maldistribution.  
Consequently, the two opposing effects due to increasing ho, which leads to a 
reducing ro/rt ratio, and increasing flow inertia, as the NTU reduces, describes the 
parabola-like curves of the D-NTU plot seen in both Figs. 4.8 and 4.11. As the 
standard deviation increases, the domes of the curves become more prominent. This 
corresponds to the larger deterioration effects suffered by the exchanger. A fitting of 
these curves indicates that a quadratic or cubic relationship with NTU is adequate to 
characterize the phenomenon. 
It is further observed that as the normalized standard deviation increases, the peak 
points of these curves will describe a locus maxima line to the left as NTU decreases 
(dotted line marked „X‟ in Fig. 4.8). The wider spread of velocities in the 
maldistribution profile causes ho, or ro, to be more controlling over the deterioration 
effect, and hence it will need a much higher air flow rate (i.e. lower NTU) for hi, or ri, 
to become effective in reducing D.   
A cursory examination of equation (3.37) seems to indicate that a fixed 
normalized standard deviation and skew for a maldistribution would not affect the 
degradation factor, D, even though the mean or NTU changes. The apparent 
contradiction with the observations from this numerical study is a result again of the 
assumptions used in the theoretical model which did not account for the tube-side 
convective heat transfer resistance in determining the overall degradation effect.  
4.7.4 Effect of hi 
As an extension to this, the analysis of the effects of internal heat transfer coefficient, 
hi, on the degradation factor, D is illustrated in Fig. 4.11. It is clearly seen that as hi 
becomes higher, the magnitude of D reduces. This is due to the higher heat flux 
through the tube walls causing the exchanger to be less sensitive to the adverse effects 
of maldistribution. It can also be seen from the plot that the maximum peaks of these 
curves falls on another locus maxima, as indicated by the dotted line „Y‟. These 
maximum points shift to the left as hi increases.  
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A possible explanation for this is that as hi increases, ri  0. The external 
resistance, ro, becomes more influential. It needs a much higher air flow rate, i.e. 
lower NTU, to bring the magnitude of ro to approach ri and for the internal resistance 
to have a significant effect on the heat transfer.  
The plot shown in Fig. 4.12 further reinforces the observation that higher 





rate of reduction in D is lower and tends to an asymptotic value. The trend of these 
results also suggests a reciprocal relationship between D and hi. 
4.7.5 Effect of air temperature 
A closer inspection of Figs. 4.8 and 4.11 shows that there is a pattern in the data 
scatter along the D-NTU trend lines. Analysis of the data has revealed that this scatter 
is due to the air inlet temperature. To illustrate this, Fig. 4.13 gives a close-up view of 





The two lines indicate the range of air temperature limits (i.e. 15
o
C – 45oC) used in 
the calculations.  
The results indicate that higher inlet air temperatures will cause the deterioration 
to increase though the change is small (< 0.1%). This occurrence is due to the change 
in air properties where a higher temperature not only gives a lower density but also 
lowers the viscosity and increases the thermal conductivity. All of these will cause the 
fin surface to become more sensitive to the maldistribution.  
The temperature effects tend to diminish at lower magnitudes of NTU, i.e. at 
higher air velocities. This observation corresponds with the previously described 
result where the external thermal resistance loses its dominance at higher air 










Fig. 4.13: Close-up view of D-NTU plot showing effect of inlet air temperature 







4.7.6 Effect of R 
It is evident from the results that the magnitude of thermal degradation is very much 
dependent on the ratio between the external and internal thermal resistances. To 
analyze this effect in more detail, a graph of D vs. R is also plotted, where R is the 





R                   (4.34) 
An example is shown in Fig. 4.14 for the same normalized moments of Fig. 4.13. 
Higher R values correspond to higher air flow rates, and vice-versa. The parabola-like 
curve is similar to the D-NTU plot. The D-R plot shows that a second or third order 
polynomial equation could characterize the trend between these two parameters. It is 
obvious that there is a relationship between Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 where the area 
“A” to the left of the peak in the former diagram corresponds to the area “E” to the 














































Fig. 4.14: Plot of D versus R 




















4.8 Comparison with other data 
As a further verification for the trends observed, comparisons were also made with 
other data obtained from literature.  For this purpose, published experimental results 
were used to demonstrate the trend of performance degradation. 
Beiler and Kroger [39] have published their experimental results of thermal 
performance deterioration factor arising from an air flow maldistribution on a finned 
tube bundle heat exchanger. Fig. 4.15 is a re-production of the published data for one-
row of tubes which clearly shows the parabola-like D-NTU curve for the exchanger. 
At NTU = 1.0, D is approximately 1.2% which is similar to the results in Fig. 4.11 
though the span of NTU values for this exchanger is larger. However, information of 
the distribution moments is not available in the paper. 
In the work by Berryman and Russell [19], air flow maldistribution profiles on the 
tube bundles of an air-cooled heat exchanger with standard deviation up to 0.30 were 
measured. The results of the effect on the thermal performance efficiency are re-
produced in Fig. 4.16 for a one-pass configuration. The thermal performance 
degradation factor is thus obtained by subtracting this reduction in efficiency from 
unity. The resulting plot clearly shows the cubic relationship between the degradation 


























































Fig. 4.15: Digitized re-production of results from [39] for a one tube-row bundle 














Fig. 4.16: Digitized re-production of results from [19] (filled circles) for a one-
pass tube bundle air-cooled heat exchanger and corresponding calculated 
performance degradation factor (non-filled circles). Air velocity 3.5 ms
-1
, overall 






4.9 Implication of the results 
In general, the air velocity maldistribution on a fin-tube heat exchanger in a 
system is mainly due to the geometrical layout of the heat exchanger with respect to 
other components. The findings from this work indicate that the fin-tube exchanger 
should be positioned in such a way that the inlet air velocity profile will have the 
lowest possible standard deviation and the highest possible skew. Apart from that, the 
exchanger should be designed to operate at air flow rates which avoid the peak of the 
D-NTU curve for a specific maldistribution profile. Since operating at low flow rates 
(i.e. high NTU) would have a heating capacity disadvantage, the exchanger should 
operate, where possible, at sufficiently high air flow rates, i.e. to the left of the D-NTU 
peak, to reduce the maldistribution effects. 
If the degree of maldistribution could be determined during the design stage, the 
penalty on the thermal performance could be predicted. This could be done by direct 
measurements of the velocity profile on the prototype exchanger face area itself, or by 
means of numerical simulation, e.g. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), for a 
conceptual heat exchanger. In this respect, CFD simulations would be more practical 
to extract the moments with various types of design. The simulation process could be 
repeated until an optimum design is obtained.  
Since higher magnitudes of hi have lower deterioration factors, it follows that fin-
tube exchangers with viscous flows, e.g. oil, will suffer a larger degradation effect as 
compared to those with water. Thus, application of fin-tube exchangers as oil coolers 
will be more susceptible to maldistribution effects. With the same reasoning, heat 
exchangers which have high tube fluid flow rates will be less sensitive to 
maldistribution degradation. 






A numerical scheme, based on the -NTU method, has been implemented on the 
discretized model of a single-row fin-tube heat exchanger to determine the effect of 
flow maldistribution on its thermal performance. The results of the numerical 
calculation are in agreement with the theoretical results obtained in Chapter 3, i.e. 
equation (3.28), which has established the relationship between the thermal 
performance degradation with the four statistical moments.  
The following general relationships between D and the four independent variables 
of standard deviation, skew, NTU and R were obtained from the results:  
a) D varies as the cube of standard deviation 
b) D is not affected by skew when standard deviation is lower than 0.10 
c) D varies linearly with skew for standard deviation between 0.10 and 0.40 but 
to the square of skew for higher values 
d) D varies as the cube of NTU 
e) D varies as the square of R 
The inlet air temperature will also affect the magnitude of D due to changes of the 
transport properties; however the effect is small, i.e. < 0.1%. 
A maldistribution profile with low standard deviation and high positive skew is 
preferred so as to give low thermal performance penalty. Heat exchangers with high 






INFLUENCE OF COIL GEOMETRY ON HEAT EXCHANGER THERMAL 
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION 
5.1 Overview 
The geometrical parameters of a fin-tube heat exchanger are defined in this chapter 
and the influence of these parameters on the thermal performance degradation factor, 
D, of the fin-tube heat exchanger is studied numerically. The geometrical parameters 
examined in this work include the number of tube rows, tube diameter, fin pitch, 
transverse tube pitch, longitudinal tube pitch and fin pattern. A row-by-row analysis is 
also performed to investigate the effects of the flow maldistribution on subsequent 
tube rows in the exchanger. Finally, a new set of correlation equations is proposed 
which would allow prediction of the performance degradation for design purposes.     
5.2 Fin-tube heat exchanger geometry 
Fig. 5.1 illustrates a schematic diagram of a fin-tube heat exchanger with staggered 
tubes, typically used in the air-conditioning, refrigeration and automotive industries. 
The common parameters used to describe the heat exchanger coil are the number of 
tube rows, tube diameter, fin pitch, transverse tube pitch and longitudinal tube pitch. 
The coil height and width are determined by the two tube pitches while the coil length 
determines the total number of fins in the coil stack.  
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The heat exchanger is also characterized by the pattern on the fin surfaces. These 
surfaces are usually pressed or punched to give wavy corrugations, slits or louvers to 
augment the heat transfer rate. They work by interrupting and breaking up the air 
boundary layer on the fin surfaces. Consequently, the air side heat transfer coefficient 
is higher with these surface patterns.    
 A substantial amount of work has been done by past researchers to quantify the 
effects of these geometrical parameters on the air-side heat transfer coefficient. 
Correlation equations have been developed for specific fin patterns covering a range 
of parameters which allow predictions of the heat transfer performance. An example 
of such correlations developed by Wang et al. [82] is reproduced in Appendix A. 
Other examples include the works done by Xie et al. [91] and Kim et al. [92].    
5.3 Influence of coil geometry 
It is obvious from these previous studies that the heat exchanger geometrical 
parameters have a significant effect on the heat transfer performance of the exchanger. 
Consequently, the geometry of the fin-tube coil is expected to affect the magnitude of 
the thermal performance degradation factor, D (i.e. equation (3.24)), due to flow 
maldistribution.  
To investigate these geometrical effects, the discretized fin-tube heat exchanger 
model described in the previous chapter was used. The effects of the geometrical 
parameters, the maldistribution statistical moments and the internal and external heat 
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5.3.1 Numerical methodology 
The numerical simulation was performed on a fin-tube coil model which has the same 
face area, i.e. 600mm coil length x 254mm coil height. The same 10 x 10 
discretization grid was also applied to the coil face. As the coil geometry parameters 
vary, the total external surface area and heat transfer coefficient for each of the 
elements changes accordingly.       
With this model, the same calculation algorithm described in Chapter 4 was 
applied for each cell element. In contrast to that work where a single coil geometry 
specification was used throughout the calculation, the present simulation was applied 
to different coil geometries. The effect of the geometrical parameters was taken into 
consideration through the air-side j-factor correlation. This can be seen from the 
correlation example in Appendix A where these parameters are variables in the set of 
equations.  
The ranges of the geometrical parameters used in the model are given as follows, 
which reflect typical values used in the industry: 
1.  Nr: 1 to 4 4.  Xl: 19.0mm to 25.4mm 
2.  d: 8.71mm to 10.33mm 5.  Xt: 22.9mm to 27.9mm 
3.  Fp: 1.154mm to 1.588mm  
The air flow maldistribution statistical moments used in the present simulation 
were the same as applied earlier.  Also, the same range of air and water inlet 








C, respectively, while the 
tube wall temperature was maintained constant in the calculation.  
Typically, fin-tube heat exchangers with larger number of tube rows have higher 
heat transfer capabilities and are used with higher air flow rates. In view of that, a 
wider range of average coil face velocity was used in calculation, i.e. 0.6 to 7.0 ms
-1
. 





. As a result, the NTU varies between 0.20 and 4.50 while the ratio 
R varies from 0.00030 to 0.055.   
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In addition to the wavy, corrugated fin pattern, the simulation was also performed 
with louvered fins. The j-factor correlation for louvered fins developed by Wang et 
al. [93] was used in the calculation to determine the external heat transfer coefficient, 
ho. Fig. 5.2 shows the profile of the louvered fins studied in this work. 
5.3.2 Row-by-row analysis 
The study on the effect of multiple tube rows on the degradation factor, D, was further 
extended to analyze the influence of upstream tube rows to the subsequent 
downstream rows. This row-by-row analysis was done by evaluating the thermal 
degradation factor of each tube row, Dr, where r = 1 to Nr.  
To do this, the intermediate air temperature between successive rows must be 
known for every discrete element of the exchanger coil. The intermediate temperature 
was solved with an iterative Log Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD) procedure, 
which is described as follows.  
For illustration purposes, a discrete element of a 3-row fin-tube heat exchanger is 
used, as shown in the Figure 5.3. The element has an inlet air velocity, u and an inlet 
temperature, Ta,in. The tubes in the heat exchanger have hot water flowing inside with 
a constant temperature of Tw. The total external surface area of the element is Ao. With 
the same algorithm shown in Fig. 4.5, the heating capacity of the element, Qi, is 
calculated by using the -NTU method, and the outlet air temperature, Ta,out, is known 
from equation (4.20).  
If Qi-1, Qi-2 and Qi-3 denote the elemental heating capacity contributed by each of 
the three tube rows in the element (which is identified with the subscripts 1, 2 and 3), 
then:  
321   iiii QQQQ                  (5.1) 
The temperature T1-2 is defined as the average intermediate temperature leaving the 
first row which enters the second row. Similarly, T2-3 is the average intermediate 













































If Uo,i is the overall heat transfer coefficient of the element, the heating capacity of 
each row of the element can be expressed as: 
1,1 LMTDAUQ oioi                    (5.2) 
2,2 LMTDAUQ oioi                    (5.3) 

















































































                (5.7) 
The heating capacities are also given as: 
)( ,21,1 inaapai TTcmQ                     (5.8) 
)( 2132,2   TTcmQ apai                   (5.9) 
)( 32,3   TTcmQ outapai                 (5.10) 
The intermediate temperature T1-2 is solved iteratively with equations (5.2) and 
(5.8) by incrementing T1-2 in steps of 0.01 from Ta,in until Qi-1 converges. With T1-2 
known, the iterative procedure is then repeated with equations (5.3) and (5.9) where 
T2-3 is changed incrementally from T1-2 until Qi-2 converges.  The procedure is again 
repeated to obtain Tout and Qi-3 with equations (5.4) and (5.10), where Tout would 
converge to the value obtained from the earlier discretized -NTU algorithm.   
The summation of all the elemental Qi-1, Qi-2 and Qi-3 will give the total heating 
capacity for Row 1, Row 2 and Row 3. This is done for both uniform and 
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maldistributed flows and the thermal performance degradation factors for each row 
can then be worked out.  
For the analysis, fin-tube heat exchangers with 3 and 4 tube rows were selected 
where a flow maldistribution with normalized standard deviation of 0.31 and zero 
skew was imposed on the coil face area. The simulation was done at specific flow 




(600 – 2,000 ft3min-1), which corresponds to a range 
of face velocity 1.83 ms
-1
 to 6.10 ms
-1






5.4 Results and discussion 
The findings of the simulation with different coil geometry parameters are 
summarized in the following Table 5.1. The results are further discussed in the 
following sub-sections. 
 
Table 5.1: Summary of results for coil geometry parametric study 





Parameter Effect on D 
Number of tube rows, Nr D increases as Nr increases 
Tube diameter, d D increases as d reduces 
Fin pitch, Fp D increases as Fp reduces 
Traverse tube pitch, Xt 
Longitudinal tube pitch, Xl 
D increases as Xt reduces 
D increases as Xl increases 
Fin pattern D louver fin > D wavy fin 
5.4.1 Effect of number of tube rows, Nr  
For the same wavy fin pattern, tube diameter, fin pitch and tube pitch, the results of 
thermal degradation effect for 1, 2, 3 and 4 tube rows are shown in Fig. 5.4(a) and 
5.4(b) with two different sets of moments. The plot for each number of tube rows 
describes the same parabola-like D-NTU characteristic curve as reported for a single 
row in the previous chapter. It is clearly seen that as the number of rows increases, the 
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thermal deterioration becomes larger, i.e. the peak of the parabola is higher with 
increasing number of rows. Since the fin surface area increases with more tube rows, 
the exchanger NTU also increases.  
The physical reasoning for this phenomenon is that as the air moves from the first 
row to the second row, a maldistributed temperature is induced in the air leaving the 
first row due to its maldistributed flow. The interaction of these two maldistribution 
profiles of velocity and temperature in the second row results in the amplification of 
the deterioration effects. With each successive row added in the coil, the degree of 
amplification increases. This effect has also been pointed out by both Fagan [27] and 







































































Fig. 5.4: Effect of number of tube rows on D: (a) s’ = 0.10, ’ = 1.08 (b) s’ = 




The plots in Fig. 5.4 also show that as the number of tube rows increases, the 
incremental effect on degradation weakens, as can be seen from the lines collapsing 
together for Nr  3. This is expected because the amplification effect due to 
temperature maldistribution begins to diminish at the third and fourth tube rows as the 
leaving air temperature approaches that of the water temperature. 
It is also observed that as the number of tube rows increases, the peaks of the D-
NTU curves shift to the right towards higher NTU values. As reported in Chapter 4, 
the decreasing trend with lower NTU values after the peak is due to the decreasing 
external thermal resistance, ro, with respect to the fixed internal resistance, ri. As ro 
approaches the value of ri, ri becomes more dominant in controlling the degradation 
effect. With the increase of turbulence arising in the heat exchanger core from the 
higher number of tube rows having the effect of reducing the resistance ro, the peak 
shifts to a lower air flow rate (i.e. higher NTU) and causes the internal resistance to 
become dominant. 
5.4.1.1 Row-by-row effect 
The results of the row-by-row analysis are shown in Fig. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) for the 3-
row and 4-row coils, respectively. The graphs clearly show the dependence of the 
row-by-row degradation trend on the approach air velocity. At higher velocities, the 
row degradation factor, Dr, increases from the first row, to the second or third row, 
before it begins to decrease. As mentioned in the preceding section, this is due to the 
amplification of deterioration effects due to the induced temperature maldistribution 
by the flow maldistribution on the first row. As a result of the reduced heating 
capacity in the upstream rows, the local temperature difference between water and air 
in the downstream tubes becomes larger as compared to the case with a uniform flow 
distribution. Hence, this offsets the deteriorating effects partially in the subsequent 
third and fourth rows, thereby causing Dr to reduce.     
However, the trend is different at lower velocities (e.g. 1.83 ms
-1
) where Dr is seen 
to decline steadily from the first row as the flow progresses downstream. 
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Interestingly, a heat transfer augmentation, i.e. negative magnitudes of Dr, is observed 
in the third or fourth row.   
With a reduction in flow velocity, the external heat transfer coefficient reduces 
which therefore causes lower degradation effects arising from the flow 
maldistribution. Consequently, the augmentation effect from the larger local 
temperature differences in the latter rows between water and air becomes more 
dominant in reducing the row degradation factor, Dr, as the flow progresses through 
the coil depth. This continues until the heating capacity of the downstream rows 
become even higher than that with uniform flow distribution. Nevertheless, the 
magnitude of this augmentation would be small as the air temperature approaches the 
water temperature in the latter rows.  
The results of this row-by-row calculation have shown that higher air flow rates 
are able to “propagate” the deterioration effects deeper into the fin-tube coil, causing 
higher degradation factor, D, for coils with higher number of tube rows. In contrast, 
lower air velocities can be seen as having weaker ability to cause degradation effects 














Fig. 5.5: Results of row-by-row analysis for (a) 3-row and (b) 4-row fin-tube 

















































5.4.2 Effect of tube diameter 
The results of the calculation by changing the tube diameter for a single row heat 
exchanger are given in Fig. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b). Two sets of data with different standard 
deviations but with the same skew are presented.  With the other geometrical 
parameters remaining the same, three typical diameters used in the industry, 8.71mm, 
9.52mm and 10.33mm were chosen.  
The D-NTU plots show that as the tube diameter increases, the magnitude of 
degradation reduces. However, the change in D is small. This indicates that the tube 
diameter has a weak influence on the maldistribution degradation effect. 
The reason for the observed trend is due to the size of the wake formed behind the 
tube. The recirculation flow in this region will cause the fin surface area directly 
behind the tubes to become less effective for heat transfer. As pointed out by Wang 
and Chi [95], this ineffective area increases when the tube diameter is larger. 
Consequently, the mean heat transfer coefficient reduces. Hence, this makes the 
















































































Fig. 5.6: Effect of tube diameter on D: (a) s’ = 0.10, ’ = 1.08 (b) s’ = 0.63, ’ = 
1.08 [Nr = 1, Fp = 1.411mm, Xl = 22.0mm, Xt = 25.4mm, wavy fins] 
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5.4.3 Effect of fin pitch, Fp    
The effect of the exchanger fin pitch is shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) for 2 different 
sets of moments. The fin pitch for the single row coil was varied from 1.154mm to 
1.588mm while the other parameters remain the same. 
The results clearly show that the fin pitch has a weak effect on the degradation 
factor, D. At low standard deviation, the effect is insignificant. Nevertheless, the trend 
shows that lower fin pitches exhibit slightly higher degradation effects. 
These observations are in agreement with the findings reported by Wang et al. 
[95] which state that the j-factor (and hence ho) for typical plain and wavy fin-tube 
heat exchangers is nearly independent of fin pitches. Wang has also drawn similar 
conclusions for louvered fins [93]. An explanation for this, as given in [96], is that the 
closer fin passages tend to stabilize the vortices formed behind the tubes. Larger fin 
pitches will cause larger vortex sizes which lead to a decrease in heat transfer 
performance. Hence, this reduces the heat transfer coefficient which de-sensitizes the 

















































































Fig. 5.7: Effect of fin pitch on D: (a) s’ = 0.10, ’ = 1.08 (b) s’ = 0.63, ’ = 1.08 
[Nr = 1, d = 9.52mm, Xl = 22.0mm, Xt = 25.4mm, wavy fins] 
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5.4.4 Effect of tube pitch 
To investigate the effect of tube pitch, both the longitudinal (Xl) and transverse (Xt) 
tube pitches are changed together in pairs to reflect typical patterns used in the 
industry. For this study, 5 pairs of values are used, i.e. 
1. Xl/Xt = 25.4mm/25.4mm 
2. Xl/Xt = 22.0mm/25.4mm 
3. Xl/Xt = 19.0mm/25.4mm 
4. Xl/Xt = 22.0mm/27.9mm 
5. Xl/Xt = 22.0mm/22.9mm 
The results of the calculation are shown in Fig. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) for 1 tube row and 4 
tube rows, respectively. 
The plots for the various combinations of tube pitch show that the tube pitch has a 
weak influence on the degradation factor, D.  With the 1-row configuration, the data 
points fall within 3% while for the 4-row coil, the scatter is approximately 6%. 
However, it can be generally seen that larger longitudinal tube pitches will suffer 
higher degradation penalties. This could be due to the longer flow path downstream 
between each successive tube rows which allows a better mixing of the air stream. 
The resulting higher heat transfer coefficient thus causes the exchanger to be more 
susceptible to maldistribution effects.  
On the other hand, a narrower transverse tube pitch is observed to have higher 
degradation factors with the multi-row exchanger. A possible explanation for this is 
that as the transverse tube pitch decreases, the maximum air velocity through the 
minimum cross-section area of the fin passage, Vmax, becomes higher which therefore 
increases the heat transfer coefficient. As is to be expected, this phenomenon is not 












































Fig. 5.8: Effect of tube pitch on D: (a) Nr = 1, ’ = 1.08 (b) Nr = 4, ’ = 1.08 
[d = 9.52mm, wavy fins] 
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5.4.5. Effect of fin pattern 
The results of the comparison between the corrugated and louvered fins for a single 
row coil configuration are given in Fig. 5.9(a) and 5.9(b). The simulation was done 
with all other geometrical parameters remaining the same. 
It is well-known that the heat transfer coefficient of louvered fins is higher than 
that of wavy fins. Therefore, it is not surprising that the D factor for the louvered fins 
is significantly higher than that of wavy fins. It is expected that other fin patterns, e.g. 
slots, cuts and dimples, will also have significant effect on the magnitude of 















Fig. 5.9: Effect of fin pattern on D: (a) s’ = 0.10, ’ = 1.08 (b) s’ = 0.63, ’ = 1.08 








































5.5 Correlation development 
The relationship between the degradation factor, D, and the maldistribution statistical 
moments has been identified in the previous chapter. The influence of the exchanger 
NTU and the ratio of external to internal heat transfer coefficients, R, have also been 
established. Since only the number of tube rows has a significant effect on D, it was 
taken into consideration to develop a set of correlation equations to predict the 
thermal performance degradation factor due to flow maldistribution.  
Referring back to Fig. 4.10, it is observed that D varies linearly with skew when 
standard deviation is less than 0.40, whereas it varies as the square of skew for 
standard deviation between 0.40 and 0.70. Therefore, two separate correlation 
equations are proposed for the two ranges to reflect the differences in D vs. skew 
dependence: 
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where 
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rNwRvNuts              (5.13) 
where 
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 RNNF r2                            (5.14) 
In the two correlations above, a1, …… , q1 and a2, ……., w2 and are 
constants; and for brevity, N = NTU. 
Even though D was shown to vary either as the square or cube of NTU in Chapter 
4, a quadratic relationship was chosen in the two correlations above in view of the 
slight difference in the D-NTU curve fit with NTU raised to the power of two. A 
regression analysis with a second-order term will entail fewer constants than with a 
third-order term which simplifies the correlation. 
The constants were solved by means of non-linear regression analysis. A dataset 
of 4,200 calculation results were made available for the regression. By using the 
Datafit software [97], the solutions for the constants, rounded to 4 significant figures, 
are given in Table 5.2. The coefficients of multiple determination, R
2
, for both fits of 
data are given as 0.99 and 0.95, respectively. 
The parity plot comparing the calculated and predicted values of D is given in Fig. 
5.10. The plot shows reasonable agreement between these two within 15%. The 
results of this regression are valid within the limits of parameters indicated in Section 
5.3.1. The correlations are also only valid for wavy corrugated fins. Since the 
magnitude of degradation is significantly affected by the fin pattern, a new set of 
correlations must be developed with the same methodology for each type of fin 
pattern. 










Table 5.2: Regression constants for equations (5.11) and (5.13)   
a1 0.1761 a2 -1.574 
b1 4.172 b2 2.721 
c1 -0.02860 c2 -0.547 
d1 -0.6221 d2 -0.3175 
e1 1.756 e2 -0.6981 
f1 0.1380 f2 2.364 
g1 -1.148 g2 0.1532 
h1 3.660 h2 -3.313 
i1 -252.5 i2 8.179 
j1 4.877 j2 -198.7 
k1 1.136 k2 0.8141 
l1 -3.164 l2 1.827 
m1 -0.2161 m2 7.298 
n1 -564.2 n2 -0.4669 
o1 5.261 o2 -1618 
p1 -0.3446 p2 -0.5642 
q1 4142 q2 -724.0 
 0.008608 r2 31.41 
 0.2465 t2 -1.302 
  u2 1.023 
  v2 3941 
  w2 -0.01205 
   0.01557 
   -0.01263 
   0.1226 
















































5.6 Application of the correlation 
The simple form of the correlation equations allows a quick calculation of the 
exchanger thermal performance degradation once the flow maldistribution profile is 
known. This makes the model suitable to use with Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) simulations which enable predictions of the air flow profile on the coil due to 
its layout design in a system. The positioning of the coil with other components in the 
system could be varied to give a more favorable distribution of moments, e.g. with 
low standard deviation and high skew. With each design modification, the moments 
are extracted from the simulation and entered into the correlation to give estimates of 
the thermal performance penalty. This is then repeated until the best possible design 
with maximum heat duty is obtained.   
However, for this purpose, calculation of the exchanger heat duty under uniform 
flow distribution is required. This can be done by using readily available software 
packages, for example, NIST Evap-Cond [98] and CoilDesigner [99], which also 
discretize the coil face area into smaller elements for analysis.      
In as much as these software packages and other distributed parameter models 
(e.g. Jia et al. [100]) are capable of predicting the exchanger heat duty under air flow 
maldistribution, the calculation procedure is more cumbersome. On the other hand, 
the proposed correlations in this study offer a faster and simpler method to analyze the 
maldistribution problem. Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that the present form of the 
correlations does not take into consideration the effects of tube-side maldistribution 
and varying tube wall temperature. These could be the subject of subsequent research 
work.  
5.7 Summary 
A parametric study has been performed to analyze the influence of the fin-tube heat 
exchanger geometry on the thermal performance degradation factor, D, due to air flow 
maldistribution. All the common exchanger coil geometrical parameters, except for 
the number of tube rows, have either a weak or an insignificant effect on the 
degradation factor. As the number of tube rows increases, the heat exchanger 
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experiences larger deterioration in thermal performance. It is also observed that the 
fin surface pattern has a significant effect on the magnitude of D. Patterns which give 
higher heat transfer augmentation tend to suffer higher degradation due to the flow 
maldistribution. Although the other geometrical parameters, i.e. tube diameter, fin 
pitch and tube pitch, have insignificant effect on the degradation factor, a similar 
trend is observed where higher heat transfer coefficients cause the heat exchanger to 
be more sensitive to the maldistribution. 
With these findings, a set of correlation equations is proposed to predict the 
degradation factor from the maldistribution statistical moments, i.e. mean, standard 
deviation and skew, and where the effect of the number of tube rows is also taken into 
consideration. The developed correlation is able to give predictions which agree 
reasonably well with calculated data within 15%. However, the correlation is only 
valid with wavy corrugated fins. New correlations are required for other types of fin 















This chapter reports the details of two sets of experimental studies conducted in 
support of this research. In the first series of experiments, the air-side heat transfer 
coefficients for a set of fin-tube heat exchanger coils covering a range of coil 
geometrical parameters were determined. The purpose of this experiment was to 
determine the j-factor correlation for the actual wavy fin pattern analyzed in this 
research. In the second experiment, the effects of non-uniform air velocity distribution 
on the thermal performance degradation of fin-tube coils were measured. At the same 
time, the statistical moments of the flow maldistribution were also obtained by 
measuring the velocity profile across the coil face area. The results of this second 
experiment were used to validate the correlation equations developed in Chapter 5. 
6.2 Air-side heat transfer coefficient test 
As explained in Chapter 4, the purpose of these experiments is to characterize the 
external heat transfer coefficient (ho) of the actual fins used in this work. This would 
allow a greater degree of accuracy for ho as compared to the predictions from 
published correlations. For the case of wavy fins, Table 6.1 lists the main differences 
in the fin geometry between that studied in this work and that used by Wang et al. for 
a group of 27 test coils [82]. It is these dissimilarities that cause variations in ho 
between the present work and that of Wang et al. Hence, the present experiments were 
intended to largely eliminate these uncertainties from the analysis. The details of the 
present set of experiments are given in the following sub-sections. 
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6.2.1 Specifications of test coils 
A total of 8 fin-tube heat exchangers with wavy fins were fabricated and used for the 
experiment. The ranges of geometrical parameters covered by these coils, which 
reflect typical values used in the air-conditioning industry, are given as follows: 
a) Number of tube rows, Nr: 1 to 4 
b) Fin pitch, Fp: 1.27mm to 2.12mm 
c) Tube pitch, Xt = 25.4mm and row pitch, Xl = 22.0mm 
d) Tube diameter, d = 9.52mm, i.e. with fin collar diameter Dc = 9.83mm 
Each coil has a face area of 0.171m
2
 with 10 tubes for each row. The tubes in each 
coil have been connected to give 5 identical serpentine circuits where the flow of hot 
water in the circuits was in a cross-counter flow direction to the air flow. An example 
of the tube circuits for a 4-row coil is shown in the following Fig. 6.1. 
  
Table 6.1: Comparison of wavy fin patterns 
Actual fin studied in this work Fin pattern used by Wang et al. [82]  
Row pitch = 22.0 mm 96% of test samples have row pitch = 
19.05 m 
Fin collar diameter = 9.83 mm 78% of test samples have collar 
diameter  8.62 mm 
Corrugation waffle height = 1.52 mm 63% of test samples have waffle 

























6.2.2 Experimental set-up 
The experimental study used in this work to measure the external heat transfer 
coefficient was based upon the methodology prescribed by Shah and Sekulic [101]. A 
schematic diagram of the test set-up is shown in Fig. 6.2. In general, it can be seen 
that the test rig has two loops, i.e. the air loop and the water loop. In the air loop, air 
was drawn by a centrifugal blower through the fin-tube test coil and through a nozzle 
chamber. The pressure drop across the nozzle was measured with a differential 
pressure manometer (YOKOGAWA EJX-110), from which the air flow rate was 
calculated. By regulating the speed of the blower with an inverter, the flow rate in the 
loop was controlled. 
Air from the blower was then delivered to an air-conditioning equipment which 
has a chilled water heat exchanger and an electric heater. The air dry-bulb temperature 
entering the fin-tube test coil was controlled by a PID heater controller which 
regulates a solid state relay to vary the electric heater output. At the same time, the 
chilled water flow rate in the heat exchanger was also regulated by adjusting the 
opening of a control valve. Both the dry-bulb (DB) and wet-bulb (WB) temperatures 
of the entering and leaving air of the test coil were measured by using Pt-100 
Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) sensors. In accordance with ASHRAE 
standard [102], this was done by extracting a sample of the air at the entering and 
leaving locations with an aspirating air sampler device where the RTD sensors were 
inserted to measure the temperatures. A sampling tree positioned across the cross-
section of the test duct was also connected to the sampler unit to obtain the cross-
section average temperature at each location. Fig. 6.3 illustrates this sampling device. 
In the water loop, a pump was used to circulate hot water in the tube circuit. A 
magnetic flow meter (YOKOGAWA AXF-015) was used to measure the water flow 
rate. Another frequency inverter was used to regulate the speed of the pump in order 
to vary the flow rate. The water itself was heated up with an electric heater. The 
entering water temperature was controlled with a PID controller, via a solid state 
relay, to the heater in a water tank. Both the inlet and outlet water temperatures of the 
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To prevent heat gain or heat loss, all the air duct and water pipes in the test rig 
were insulated. With careful experimentation, the air-side heating capacity of the test 
coil agreed with the water-side within 5%, as prescribed by [103]. 
All the data from the instruments were acquired with a YOKOGAWA MX-100 
recorder. A customized LabView programme was used to communicate and transfer 
data from the recorder to a computer, which were then displayed on the monitor 
screen. The temperature and air flow rate readings were monitored and controlled for 
stabilization before readings were taken. The criteria for deciding this steady state 
condition include: 
1. A continuous operation of at least 30 minutes 
2. Air and water temperatures to be within 0.1oC of set-point 
3. Water flow rate to be within 0.01 m3hr-1 of set-point 
4. Air flow rate to be within 0.0014 m3hr-1 (3 ft3min-1) of set-point 
5. Difference between air-side and water-side heating capacity to be lower than 
5% 
Upon stabilization, an averaging process was initiated where the acquired data were 
downloaded and saved onto a Microsoft EXCEL template spreadsheet at 5 seconds 
interval for duration of 5 minutes, i.e. a total of 60 data points.  
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6.2.3 Test conditions 
Each fin-tube coil was tested at the following conditions: 
1) Inlet  air temperature = 28oC 
2) Inlet water temperature = 50oC 
3) Air flow rate: 0.189 – 0.425 m3s-1 (400 - 900 ft3min-1)  
4) Flow rate of water = 2600 kghr-1 
The water flow rate used was high in order to maintain a low temperature differential 
between the inlet and outlet of the coil (i.e. < 3
o
C). Fig. 6.8 illustrates an example of 
the trend over time for the temperatures of the two fluids at inlet and water flow rate. 
6.2.4 Data reduction 
The air volume flow rate through a single nozzle, , was calculated from the pressure 
drop across the nozzle, pn, with the following equation: 
nnndnnd pgACVAC   2                            (6.1) 
where An = nozzle throat area, Vn = throat velocity, g = acceleration due to gravity = 
9.81 ms
-2
 and n = air specific volume calculated from the leaving dry-bulb and wet-
bulb temperatures, i.e. from equation (4.30).  
 The nozzle coefficient of discharge, Cd, was obtained from the following Table 







Re                              (6.2) 
and where Dn = nozzle throat diameter and a is the air leaving dynamic viscosity. 
The nozzle was certified by the equipment supplier as fabricated according to the 
specifications detailed by ASHRAE [104], which are given in Appendix C. The 
standard itself has stated that no calibration was required for such nozzles [104]. 
For the case of multiple nozzles, equations (6.1) and (6.2) are computed for each 

























Table 6.2: Coefficient of discharge, Cd [104] 
Reynolds number, Ren Cd 
50,000 – 100,000 0.97 
100,000 – 150,000 0.98 
200,000 – 500,000 0.99 
 
From the dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures measured at both the entering and 
leaving air locations, the corresponding air enthalpy was calculated. By using the 
same psychrometric equations described in Section 4.2.1, the specific enthalpy, H, 
was calculated with the following equation [85]: 
)86.12501(006.1 TWTH                  (6.3) 
where T = dry-bulb temperature, W = humidity ratio 
With these, the coil heating capacity was then calculated as: 
nenteringleaving HHQ  /)(                    (6.4) 
Alternatively, this is also expressed as: 
nenteringleavingpa TTcQ  /)(                   (6.5) 
On the water side, the heating capacity is calculated as: 
)( ,,, outwinwwpww TTcmQ                    (6.6) 
For a valid test, the difference between Q and Qw, i.e. the heat balance, must be lower 
than 5%. 
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This heating capacity was then used to obtain the heat exchanger overall heat 
transfer coefficient, Uo. Since all the four terminal temperatures of the two fluid 
streams were known, the LMTD approach was used for the analysis.  This can be 
expressed as: 
cfmoo tFAUQ ,                   (6.7) 
where Ao = external heat exchanger surface area and cfmt , = log-mean temperature 
difference for a pure counter-flow configuration, which is given as: 
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Since the actual fin-tube heat exchanger has a counter-cross flow configuration, a 
correction factor, F, is required. From the work by Bowman [105], the following 
































































































                           (6.12) 
With Uo known, the air-side heat transfer coefficient, ho, was then calculated from 
the thermal resistance equation (4.1). The same equations (4.4) to (4.15) were used to 
determine the fin surface efficiency and internal heat transfer coefficient. Lastly, the 
non-dimensional j-factor was obtained by equation (4.2). 
6.2.5 Results and discussion 
The results of the j-factor are plotted with respect to the Reynolds number, ReDc. Two 
examples are shown in Fig. 6.9 and 6.10 for 2-row and 4-row coils with specific fin 
pitches. The trend of the plot clearly shows that as the Reynolds number increases, the 
j-factor reduces. This is in keeping with the form of equation (4.2) where ReDc 
becomes the denominator on the left hand side of the equation. 
The results also show that the experimental j-factor (j-exp) is consistently lower 
than the value predicted from the Wang correlation (j-Wang) [82], which is presented 
in Appendix A. In other words, the air-side heat transfer coefficient of the actual fins 
used to fabricate the test coils is lower than that for the wavy fin pattern used by 
Wang et al. As pointed out in the preceding section, this is due to the dissimilarities in 
the fin pattern geometry. This observation is further illustrated in the parity plot of 
Fig. 6.11 which compiles the results of the experimental j-factor for all the test coils. 
All the experimental data points obtained are lower than the prediction within a band 
of -23.6%.  
To improve the agreement between the experiment results and correlation 
prediction, a correction factor, C, is applied to the Wang correlation, as described in 
equation (4.3). From the spread of the data points, a value of 0.8816 is proposed for 
this factor. The parity plot of the data points when this factor is used with j-Wang 
shows a good agreement within 9%, as illustrated in Fig. 6.12. Hence, the modified 
correlation for the wavy fins used in this work becomes: 
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6.3 Flow maldistribution test rig 
The second test rig was designed and fabricated for the purpose of measuring the 
effect of flow maldistribution on the thermal performance of fin-tube heat exchangers. 
The data from this experiment was used to validate the theoretical basis of this 
research and the correlation equations developed in Chapter 5. 
6.3.1 Experimental set-up 
The set-up for this experiment was similar to the first test rig. The air stream flowing 
through the fin-tube test coil was heated up by a stream of hot water which flowed in 
a closed-loop through the tubes in the coil. However, the air was not re-circulated in a   
closed-loop, but rather was drawn from the atmosphere, through the test coil and 
discharged back into the atmosphere. Fig. 6.13 shows the schematic diagram of this 
test rig.  
A description of the test rig is given as follows: 
1. For consistency with the simulation results, the fin-tube test coil used in this 
experiment has the same cross-sectional face area, i.e. 600 mm length x 254 mm 
height. The equivalent hydraulic diameter for this is 377 mm. 
2. Hot water was pumped through the coil with an inverter driven centrifugal pump. 
The water was heated with an electric immersion heater in an enclosed tank where the 
temperature was controlled with a PID controller linked to a solid state relay. A 
temperature sensor located in the pump return line provided the input to the PID 
controller. A magnetic water flow meter (YOKOGAWA AXF-015) was used to 
measure the volume flow rate of the water.  
3. The water temperatures entering and leaving the coil were measured by two Pt-
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4. The fin-tube test coil was placed in a test duct which has a bell-mouth inlet 
section, and with the same cross-section area as the coil, to provide a convergent flow 
as air was drawn from the atmosphere into the duct. The bell-mouth design also 
prevented flow separation along the edges of the duct walls and ensured a uniform 
inlet air velocity on the coil without any free-stream turbulence. The length of this 
inlet section was 420 mm. 
5. On the leaving side of the coil, an extended outlet duct, approximately 2.4 meters 
in length (i.e. about 6.5 times the hydraulic diameter), with the same cross section 
area as the test coil, was provided to prevent any downstream flow disturbances from 
propagating upstream to the coil.  This outlet section was made from rigid 25 mm 
thick polyurethane (PU) sections which are taped together with cloth tape.  
6. Downstream of this test duct assembly, an air nozzle chamber was connected. Air 
was drawn through the entire assembly by an inverter driven centrifugal blower 
attached at the end of the chamber. The air was discharged to the atmosphere. The 
static pressure drop across the nozzle in the chamber was measured with a differential 
pressure manometer (YOKOGAWA EJX-110), which allowed determination of the 
air volumetric flow rate. As stated earlier, the same equations (6.1) and (6.2) were 
used to calculate this flow rate.  
7. The air inlet temperatures (dry-bulb and wet-bulb) were measured with an air 
sampler device (i.e. similar to Fig. 6.3), where a sampling tree was placed across the 
air inlet bell-mouth. Two Pt-100 RTD sensors located within the sampler box were 
used to measure these temperatures. 
8. Similarly, another air sampler device was placed within the test duct just at the 
entrance of the nozzle chamber to measure the air leaving temperatures (dry-bulb and 
wet-bulb). Two other RTD sensors were used for this purpose. 
9. With the air dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures known for both the entering and 
leaving air streams, the heating capacity of the heat exchanger was determined with 
the same calculation equations (6.3) and (6.4). The water-side capacity was also 















Fig. 6.14: Overview of 2
nd





































































Due to the constraint of space availability for the test rig, the test duct and air 
nozzle chamber were arranged in a U-shaped assembly. Figures 6.14 to 6.17 show 
photographs of the actual test rig fabricated for this experiment. 
All the readings from the instruments were acquired with the YOKOGAWA MX-
100 recorder. A customized Labview software was then used to communicate with the 
recorder and display the data on the computer screen. Upon stabilization of test 
conditions, the data was sent to a Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet where an averaging 
was done for each set of data captured every two seconds covering a 2 minute 
interval.  
6.3.2 Air velocity measurement 
Since the research on flow maldistribution for heat exchangers has not been extensive, 
the information available regarding the method of measuring the non-uniform velocity 
distribution is limited. In general, anemometers are used for such purposes. These will 
include the vane anemometer, turbine flow meter, hot-wire anemometer and the more 
sophisticated laser Doppler anemometer [106].     
 In the work done by Chwalowski et al. [36], a pitot-tube was used to traverse over 
the coil face to measure the non-uniform velocity distribution due to the coil slanting 
angle. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Timoney and Foley [37] used a traversing laser 
Doppler anemometer to measure the air flow maldistribution profile over a fin-tube 
evaporator while Aganda et al. [44] employed a single hot-wire anemometer for the 
same purpose. T’Joen et al. [73] used a heated sphere anemometer for their velocity 
measurements. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) has also been used by some 
researchers to measure flow maldistribution, for example by Wen et al. [62]. More 
recently, infra-red thermal imaging has also been attempted, i.e. by Caffagni et al. 
[107]. Inasmuch as these modern non-intrusive measurement methods are able to 
provide fast measurement readings, in the present case, there are no specific 
advantages to justify the higher cost techniques. 
 A simple and cost-effective approach has been selected for this experimentation 
where a heated thermistor anemometer was used, i.e. EXTECH Model 407123. The 
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thermistor itself consists of a glass-coated bead attached at the end of a telescopic 
probe. The anemometer works by measuring the cooling effect of air flowing across 
the thermistor which is supplied with constant electrical current input. The reading 
will therefore represent the average air velocity at the probe location, though the flow 
direction would not be known. However, since the theoretical analysis was done with 
a discretizing method where specific velocities have been assigned for each heat 
exchanger element, the measurement of the average velocities for each of these 
discrete elements would be adequate for comparison purposes. 
The anemometer probe was manually traversed over the inlet coil face area within 
a 10 x 10 measuring grid, similar to that used during the discretization procedure. To 
facilitate this, 10 holes were made along the coil length, at the top of the test duct, 
approximately 4cm in front of the coil. The telescopic probe, which was held with a 
retort stand, was inserted through each hole successively. Ten equal-spaced markings 
were also made on the retort stand to indicate the locations to position the probe along 
the coil height. The readings displayed on the LCD screen of the anemometer were 
then transferred, via RS-232 serial interface and USB port, to a computer by using a 
customized data acquisition software provided by EXTECH (Model 40701).  
At each location, velocity data for a period of 1 minute, with a scan interval of 2 
seconds, were acquired and saved as a Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet. The average of 
the data for each location was then calculated. Fig. 6.18 illustrates this measuring 
method.  
In the experiment, the measurement location on the coil face was indicated with a 
row number (1 – 10) and column number (1 – 10). The element at the bottom-right 
corner, as viewed from the front of the inlet, has been assigned as Row 1 and Column 

























6.3.3 Test procedure 
The fin-tube test coil used in this experiment has the following specifications:  
a) Single-row, with wavy fin pattern 
b) Fin pitch, Fp: 1.411 mm 
c) Tube pitch, Xt = 25.4mm and row pitch, Xl = 22.0mm 
d) Tube diameter, d = 9.52mm 
e) Coil length = 590mm and coil height = 250mm 
The first series of tests at uniform flow distribution was performed at several air 
mass flow rates, without any blockage on the coil, i.e.  
1. 0.26 kgs-1, or 0.236 m3s-1 [500 ft3min-1] at 30oC 
2. 0.31 kgs-1, or 0.283 m3s-1 [600 ft3min-1] at 30oC 
3. 0.36 kgs-1, or 0.324 m3s-1 [700 ft3min-1] at 30oC 
4. 0.42 kgs-1, or 0.378 m3s-1 [800 ft3min-1] at 30oC 




 with an inlet temperature of 50
o
C during the 
test.  
For each air flow rate, the water-side heating capacities at several inlet air 




C. The data required for 
the calculation was taken upon stabilization of the test condition, which was 
determined based on the same criteria listed in Section 6.2.2. 
 The heating capacity was then plotted against the inlet air temperature and a least-
square regression curve was fitted through the data points. From the equation of the 
curve, the heating capacity at a nominal air temperature of 30.0
o
C was calculated.  
To generate a flow maldistribution on the heat exchanger, six blockage patterns 
were imposed on the coil face area. This was achieved by placing sheets of paper 
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covering specific areas of the coil face. These patterns are shown in Fig. 6.19. 
Consequently, areas which were blocked will not have any air flowing through them, 
i.e. with zero velocity. 
The velocity profile on the coil was measured with the anemometer for each of the 
six blockage patterns which gave the statistical moments of the flow maldistribution. 
The experiment was then repeated to determine the heating capacity and heat transfer 
performance degradation at 30.0
o
C for each maldistribution profile. This was done 









With the first maldistribution profile (Set ), the experiment was also repeated 
for the four air flow rates, covering a range of NTU from 0.58 to 0.85. Similarly, the 
thermal performance degradation factor was calculated at 30.0
o

















Fig. 6.19: Pattern of paper block on coil face area. Dotted lines denote the 
















6.3.4 Experimental results and discussion 
The results of the heating capacity with uniform flow distribution are shown in Fig. 
6.20 for all the four air flow rates. The data points show that a linear fit could be 
made, covering the range of inlet air temperatures, for each set of data points. The 
computed heating capacities at 30.0
o
C are correspondingly shown in Table 6.3. It is 
obvious from the results that as the inlet air temperature increases, the heating 
capacity reduces due to the reducing temperature differential between the air and 
water in the tubes. 
To verify the uniform distribution, a measurement of the velocity profile was 









shown in Fig. 6.21. The actual measured inlet velocity data are shown in Table 6.4, 
which indicate a mean velocity of 2.44 ms
-1
.  By dividing the flow rate with the coil 
face area (i.e. 0.148m
2
), the calculated average coil face velocity is obtained as 2.21 
ms
-1
, which is approximately 10% lower than the average anemometer reading. This 
small deviation is expected since the discretized velocity measurements did not take 
into consideration the decreasing velocities at locations nearer the wall of the test 
duct. Nevertheless, the data shown in Table 6.4 exhibits a reducing trend along the 
perimeter of the duct wall.  
Normalization of the velocities in Table 6.4 reveals the following statistical 
moments for the distribution: mean = 1.00, standard deviation = 0.06, skew = -0.11, 
kurtosis = 0.52. Since the standard deviation is small, i.e. close to zero, the 
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Fig. 6.20: Results of heating capacity (water side) for uniform distribution 
 
Table 6.3: Calculated uniform distribution heating capacity at 30.0
o





































































10 2.17 2.63 2.54 2.36 2.15 2.28 2.69 2.57 2.57 2.25 
9 2.24 2.83 2.72 2.48 2.29 2.44 2.62 2.58 2.43 2.09 
8 2.62 2.55 2.43 2.44 2.36 2.43 2.59 2.45 2.52 2.19 
7 2.45 2.50 2.44 2.50 2.41 2.40 2.57 2.40 2.51 2.25 
6 2.59 2.47 2.63 2.61 2.44 2.43 2.53 2.37 2.54 2.34 
5 2.74 2.49 2.44 2.40 2.45 2.40 2.57 2.41 2.36 2.37 
4 2.68 2.49 2.64 2.48 2.43 2.39 2.54 2.36 2.36 2.36 
3 2.43 2.51 2.65 2.47 2.45 2.42 2.57 2.37 2.33 2.31 
2 2.59 2.47 2.43 2.47 2.46 2.40 2.48 2.39 2.48 2.23 
1 2.33 2.43 2.45 2.42 2.38 2.27 2.42 2.24 2.23 2.09 
 





 0.508 -1.452 
 0.5088 -1.437 
 0.443 -1.802 
 0.341 -2.522 
 0.237 -3.851 
 0.242 -3.588 
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The results of the measured normalized moments for the six maldistribution 
profiles generated by the blockage patterns shown in Fig. 6.19 are summarized in 
Table 6.5. Two examples of these maldistribution profiles are shown in Fig. 6.22 for 
Set and .  
To illustrate the calculation procedure for the thermal performance degradation 
factor, D, the example of maldistribution Set  is used. The measured heating 
capacity with the maldistribution blockage is plotted versus the inlet air temperature, 
together with the corresponding uniform distribution, as shown in Fig. 6.23. It is clear 
from the results that the maldistribution has reduced the heating capacity of the coil. 
From the linear trend line equations, the heating capacities at 30.0
o
C for both cases 
have been calculated and D computed from equation (3.24).  
From the measured discrete velocities on the coil face, the magnitude of D was 
calculated with the same discretization technique described in Chapter 4. At the same 
time, the heat exchanger NTU and ratio R were also calculated. 
Table 6.6 summarizes the experimental results of D, NTU and R for all six 
maldistribution profiles. The calculated values of D are also given. Correspondingly, 
the predictions of D by using the correlation equations (5.11) and (5.13) are also 
tabulated together. From these data, D is plotted with respect to the varying standard 
deviation, as shown in Fig. 6.24.  In the same figure, two prediction lines calculated 
from the developed correlations have also been plotted for similar values of NTU, 
skew and R as the standard deviation changes. Line A is for NTU = 0.77, skew = -3.5 
and R = 0.0044, while line B is NTU = 0.70, skew = -1.5 and R = 0.0040. From these 
lines, the cubic trend of the experimental D with respect to the maldistribution 












































Fig. 6.22: Maldistribution velocity profile for (a) Set  and (b) Set  
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y = -0.1639x + 8.3653




















Fig. 6.23: Heating capacity degradation due to maldistribution Set  
 
Table 6.6: Summary of experimental results 
  Set  Set  Set  Set  Set  Set  
Standard 
deviation 0.508 0.508 0.443 0.341 0.236 0.242 
Skew -1.452 -1.437 -1.802 -2.522 -3.851 -3.588 
NTU 0.693 0.693 0.716 0.749 0.776 0.775 
R 0.00406 0.00405 0.00416 0.00431 0.00444 0.00444 
D, experiment 9.62% 9.38% 6.81% 4.19% 3.01% 2.54% 
D, calculation 9.67% 9.67% 7.58% 4.64% 2.28% 2.34% 






























































Next, the results of experiment for maldistribution Set  when the air flow rate 
varies through the test coil are presented in Fig. 6.25. Within the range of tested NTU, 
the results show that D increases as NTU decreases. The calculation results and 
predictions from the correlation equations are also superimposed on the same figure.  
To compare the agreement between the experimental and calculated values of D, 
the data from both Fig. 6.24 and 6.25 are plotted together in a parity plot, as shown in 
Fig. 6.26. Similarly, the comparison between the experimental and prediction values 
is also shown in the same plot. The plot shows a good agreement within 10% 
between the experiment and calculation results. However, a few points lie on the 
15% range for the prediction data. Obviously, this is due to the 15% deviation 























































Fig. 6.26: Parity plot between experimental and calculated D, and also between 















6.4 Measurement uncertainty 
Uncertainties in the experimental measurement data were calculated with the error 
propagation method developed by Kline and McClintok [108]. To do this, the 
uncertainties of the instruments used in the experiments were obtained from the 
corresponding accuracy specifications and calibration certificates. Table 6.7 
summarizes this information for the instruments used in both test rigs. 
In general, the uncertainty of a measurement comprises of two components, i.e. 
the random variation of repetitive measurements and the bias or systematic errors of 
the instruments due to the test environment. In the guidelines given by UKAS [109], 
the analysis of random uncertainties by statistical means is called Type A evaluation. 
The analysis of systematic errors is included in the Type B uncertainty evaluation. 
The combination of both types will give the combined uncertainty of the 
measurement. 
For a parameter which is derived from a set of measurements obtained during 
experimentation, the uncertainty of the parameter is calculated from the uncertainty of 
each individual measurement. Suppose this parameter, , is a function of several 
independent variables, x1, x2, x3, ….., xn, i.e. 
),......,,,( 321 nxxxx                (6.13) 
If Ui is the uncertainty of the measurement for variable xi, and by assuming that the 
uncertainty of each variable has the same probability of occurring, the uncertainty of 





















































U           (6.14) 
As an example, consider equation (6.6) which is used to determine the water-side 
heating capacity. By applying equation (6.14), the uncertainty of the heating capacity, 














































             (6.15) 
where U, UTi and UTo are the uncertainties for the measured water volume flow rate, 
water outlet temperature and water inlet temperature respectively, i.e. as shown in 
Table 6.7. In the equation, Tw is the water temperature differential.  
In calculating the uncertainty of a parameter, , which may be expressed as 
algebraic combination of several variables A, B and C, the relationships shown in 
Table 6.8 have been used. With this, the calculated expanded uncertainties from the 
experimental data, for a 95% confidence level, are given as follows: 
a) Heat transfer coefficient test 
 Uncertainty of air-side heating capacity: 1.4% 
 Uncertainty of j-factor: 1.2% 
b) Maldistribution test 
 Uncertainty of water-side heating capacity: 0.4% 
 Uncertainty of thermal degradation factor, D: 0.2% 










Table 6.7: Uncertainty of instruments used in experiments 
Instrument Uncertainty 
RTD temperature sensor 0.03oC 
Differential pressure manometer 0.05 mmH2O 
Barometer 0.50 mmHg 
Water flow meter 0.02 m3hr-1 
Heated thermistor anemometer 0.20 ms-1 
 
Table 6.8: List of uncertainty relationships 
Expression for parameter  Uncertainty relationship 
CBA   2222





















































The first test rig has successfully characterized the heat transfer coefficient for the 
actual wavy fins used in the research. A correction factor of 0.8816 was applied to the 
existing j-factor correlation which has been developed by Wang et al. [82]. This 
modified correlation was then used in the analysis of the maldistribution problem for 
fin-tube heat exchangers in this work. 
  The results from the maldistribution experimental test rig has also successfully 
verified the discretization analysis technique used in this research. A good agreement 
for the thermal degradation factor, D, within 10% was obtained between the 
experimental results and the theoretical calculated data. At the same time, a 
reasonable agreement within 15% was obtained between the experimental results 
and the values predicted by the developed correlations. The larger deviation is 











NUMERICAL SIMULATION STUDIES AND VALIDATION 
7.1 Overview 
In this chapter, the results of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation for 
flow maldistribution in a fin-tube heat exchanger are reported. A commercial CFD 
software, FLUENT, was used for the study. The geometry of the maldistribution 
experimental test rig described in Chapter 6 was generated in GAMBIT. The 
simulation results of the inlet velocity profile and thermal performance degradation 
factor were validated with actual experimental data. The validated CFD model could 
then be used for various combinations of fin-tube geometrical parameters and layout. 
7.2 CFD simulation for fin-tube heat exchangers  
There is an extensive amount of literature available which describes Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation work for fin-tube heat exchangers. In general, 
these simulations can be categorized into: 
1) Simulation of a section of the fin surfaces  
2) Simulation of the entire fin-tube heat exchanger 
In the first category, the objective of the simulations is to examine the heat 
transfer and friction characteristics as air flows over the fin surfaces. A small section 
of the fin is typically modeled where periodic and symmetric boundary conditions are 
applied. This simulation is useful to determine the effect of fin surface patterns, e.g. 
louvers, slits and slots, on the heat transfer coefficient and friction factor of the fins.  
An example of such simulation includes the work done by Erek et al. [110] where a 
2-fin model with an elliptical tube and with air flowing in between the fin passage 
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was studied. It was found from the simulation that increasing the ellipticity of the tube 
would increase the heat transfer from the fins. A similar model of fins with elliptic 
tubes was also studied by Sahin et al. [111] with hot flue gas and water flowing in 
between the passage and in the tube, respectively. An enhancement of heat transfer 
was observed with the increase of fin inclination angle with respect to the approach 
flue gas direction. In a more recent work, Borrajo-Pelaez et al. [112] used the 
commercial CFD code, FLUENT, to perform a 3-D finite volume simulation for a 
plain fin-tube heat exchanger. With a similar 2-fin and round tube model, a parametric 
study was performed where the effect of several geometrical parameters on the 
Nusselt number and friction factor was investigated. The simulation was performed 
by taking into consideration the internal heat transfer coefficient due to water flowing 
in the tubes and heat conduction through the tube walls and fins.  
A detailed, comprehensive modeling of an entire roof-top package air-
conditioning unit was performed by Moukalled et al. [113]. Full-size models of the 
evaporator and condenser coils, with the exact number of fins, were included in the 
model. The rationale for doing so was to eliminate the need for approximate models 
to account for air drag through the fins. This resulted in an excessive number of mesh 
cells which required a large computing cost to solve. Nevertheless, an excellent 
agreement within 3% between simulation and experimental data was obtained for 
the cooling capacity.  
Due to the extreme difficulty in modeling the exact geometry of the exchanger, 
CFD simulation of the entire coil is usually performed by using an approximate 
porous media approach. The fin-tube heat exchanger is replaced with an isotropic and 
homogenous porous medium which is characterized with an equivalent core pressure 
drop relationship. This is done by using the Forchheimer equation, which is cited in 
[114] as: 
2bVaVI                     (7.1) 
where I is the hydraulic gradient and V is the approach velocity. a and b are 
coefficients which are dependent on the properties of fluid and the porous medium. 
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Further work by Ward, cited in [114], has expanded equation (7.1) for both 
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                  (7.3) 
In both the equations above, K is the permeability of the porous medium and CI is 










 , equation (7.3) is re-written as: 
2VCVCp nk                    (7.4) 
By relating the fin-tube heat exchanger pressure drop and velocity data to the 
quadratic equation above, the equivalent porous media characteristics could be 
obtained for the CFD model. In most instances, these data are obtained 
experimentally. 
Examples of simulation done with this porous medium approach were the studies 
by Elgowainy [45] and Ismail et al. [57]. In both cases, the results of the simulation 
gave the air velocity distribution on the heat exchanger. The velocities within the 
range of the resulting Reynolds numbers were then applied on separate fin models to 
calculate the f- and j-factors of the fins, i.e. very much like the simulation of the first 
category. A mass-averaged overall j-factor was then computed over the entire core 
length.  
Similarly, Hayes et al. [115] used the porous media approach to calculate the heat 
transfer and pressure drop performance of a matrix heat exchanger. In their model, a 
known constant heat flux was defined at the lower side of the porous medium. 
Consequently, the air temperature was highest along the bottom of the exchanger and 
decreased as the distance from the bottom wall increased. 
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7.3 Governing equations 
The CFD simulation performed in this work was used to solve for the velocity, 
pressure and temperature fields for an incompressible, Newtonian fluid stream 
flowing through the fin-tube heat exchanger. The professional version of the 
commercial CFD code, FLUENT 6.3, was used as the solver. The following set of 
equations for incompressible turbulent flows was applied on the heat exchanger which 
describes the three physical conservation laws within a Cartesian coordinate system 
[116]:    
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Expressing in vector notation: 
0 u

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b) Conservation of momentum  
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      (7.7c) 
These three equations can also be expressed in compact vector form as: 
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for i = 1, 2, 3, representing the three coordinate directions. 
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)(             (7.9) 
In vector notation: 














             (7.10) 
In all three equations above, f is the fluid density while p is the pressure at a 
particular node. u, v and w are the velocity components in the x, y and z directions, 
respectively, which defines the velocity vector u

, while T is the node temperature. 
The symbols f and f are the molecular momentum and thermal diffusivity of the 
fluid, respectively, while M and H are the turbulent momentum and thermal 
diffusivity, respectively. SM and SE are the momentum and energy source terms, 
respectively. It is noted that the equations (7.7a), (7.7b) and (7.7c) above are also 
known as the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.  
To solve the above set of equations, volume integration, covering all the 
discretized meshes within the system control volume, is applied to each PDE. Volume 
integration of the divergence terms () in the equations will require transformation to 
surface integrals by using the Gauss divergence theorem, i.e. 
  dAdV dAundVu )()(

               (7.11) 
where n

is a unit vector normal to the surface element dA. The solution will give the 
velocity, pressure and temperature field of the fluid within the system.  
Following the footsteps of previous researchers, viz. Carluccio et al. [117] and 
Moukalled et al. [113], the k-e turbulence model was initially selected in this work to 
determine the turbulent diffusivities M and H. Two additional partial differential 
equations must be solved to obtain the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulent 
dissipation rate (e) [118]. The default values for the adjustable constants in the k-e 
model, as described in [118], have been set in FLUENT. 
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7.4 Geometrical model 
The geometry of the flow maldistribution test rig described in Chapter 6 was 
generated in GAMBIT 2.4. Since it was the air flow distribution on the fin-tube heat 
exchanger that was of importance in this study, the flow measuring nozzle chamber 
and centrifugal fan far downstream were not included in the model. Only the bell-
mouth inlet section upstream of the coil and a short downstream section of the outlet 
test duct were modeled. 
Fig. 7.1 illustrates the completed model of the test duct. The model was enclosed 
within a domain which included the atmosphere. The discharge of the test duct was 
positioned to coincide with the outlet of the domain volume. This would mean that in 
the model, the air flowing through the test duct would be discharged out of the 
domain itself, though in fact, the discharge was to the nozzle. The overall external 
dimensions of the model are shown in Fig. 7.2. The domain has a size of 2m x 1m x 
1m. The model also required that an extension block be added upstream of the inlet 
bell-mouth. This was necessary to ensure good quality of mesh elements of the bell-
mouth section. Other than that, a single row fin-tube coil was modeled in between the 
inlet and outlet sections of the test duct. The origin of the coordinate system was 
located in the center of this fin-tube coil with the x, y and z-directions shown in Fig. 
7.1.  
7.5 Boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions set in FLUENT for the model are summarized as the 
following: 
a) Wall boundary condition: All the duct surfaces of the bell-mouth inlet, outlet 
section and around the fin-tube coil perimeter were assigned as no-slip walls, 
i.e. with zero velocity ( 0u

) on the wall surfaces.  
b) Mass flow rate boundary condition: The discharge of the outlet section was set 
with a specified mass flow rate ( am ) in the positive x-direction.  
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c) Pressure inlet boundary condition: The boundaries of the domain round the 
duct model were set with a zero total gauge pressure. The atmospheric 
pressure, Patm, of the fluid was also set at 101.325 kPa.  
d) Porous media: The fin-tube heat exchanger was assigned as a porous medium 
with an equivalent fluid pressure drop characteristic.  
Air was chosen as the fluid within the computational domain. With the 
assumption of incompressible flow, the air density was assigned a constant value at a 
specific temperature. The values of air properties shown in Table 7.1 have been used 
in the simulation. The densities were calculated by using the psychrometric equations 
obtained from ASHRAE [85] while the viscosity data were taken from [119]. The 
temperatures chosen for the simulation reflect typical design values used in the 
industry. 
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Fig. 7.1: Model of test duct in GAMBIT 2.4 
 



















7.5.1 Characterization of porous media  
The air pressure drop characteristics of the fin-tube heat exchanger used in this study 
were obtained experimentally with the methodology stipulated in [103]. This was 
done with the same thermal experimental test rig described in Chapter 6. Two sets of 
static pressure holes (~ 1mm diameter) were drilled on the centerlines of the four test 
duct walls, upstream and downstream of the fin-tube coil. Each set of four static 
pressure holes were then connected together with plastic hose to give the average 
static pressure at that particular section. A differential pressure manometer was then 
used to measure the pressure drop between the entering and leaving planes.    
The results of the measured pressure drop with varying air flow face velocity are 
plotted as shown in Fig. 7.3. A second order polynomial equation is used to correlate 
the experimental data. Since the pressure drop is zero when there is no flow, the fitted 
line is anchored at the origin. From this equation, the coefficients Ck and Cn for 
equation (7.4) can be obtained. 
The porous media viscous (R and inertia resistance (RI) coefficients are defined 
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In FLUENT, RI is also known as the form coefficient. By comparing equation (7.12) 
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From the experimental pressure drop data, the calculated values for the porous 
media resistances in the x-direction are R = 462,349 m
-2
 and RI = 27.27 m
-1
. These 
values have been entered into the FLUENT porous media model as boundary 
conditions.  
Since there is no flow in the y-direction due to the fins, the resistances would be 
infinite. Similarly, the flow is constrained in the z-direction due to duct walls at the 
top and bottom of the coil. As a result, both the viscous and inertia resistances in the 
y- and z-directions have been artificially set in FLUENT as 1,000 times the 
magnitudes in the x-direction.   
7.6 Grid independence test 
The entire computational domain can be seen comprising of 5 distinct volumes, A to 
E, as indicated in Fig. 7.4. Each volume was discretized with volume meshes in 
GAMBIT. Due to the rectangular block shape of the model, structured hexahedral 
volume meshes were used on volumes A, B, C and D. However, since the bell-mouth 
of volume A has four curved surfaces, the volume discretization was preceded by 
surface meshing with quadrilateral elements on these curvatures. This was necessary 
to ensure good quality of meshes generated within the volume A. The remaining 
domain space, i.e. volume E, was discretized with unstructured tetrahedral volume 
meshes.  
   To determine the effect of mesh size on the simulation results, four meshing 
schemes with varying mesh sizes have been applied on the model. These are 
summarized in the following Table 7.2. The size of the quadrilateral surface meshes 
on the curved surfaces of volume A will follow the default size automatically 






















































































An example of a meshed geometry is illustrated in Fig. 7.5 for mesh Scheme 2.  
With the mesh files exported from GAMBIT into FLUENT, the velocity field for 
each case was solved for an inlet air mass flow rate of 0.335 kgs
-1











C). The standard k-e turbulence model was also set 
with the default values for the constants in the model [118]. A first-order upwind 
discretization scheme was used for momentum, k and e, with SIMPLE pressure-








































































Fig. 7.4: Demarcation of distinct volumes in the numerical model 
 
 
Fig. 7.5: Meshed geometry with Scheme 2 
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The computational time taken for convergence for each mesh scheme is shown in 
Table 7.3. The computation was performed on a desktop computer with the following 
specifications: INTEL i5 CPU, 2.67 GHz clock speed, 3.49GB RAM and with 1TB 
HDD.  It is clear from the results that scheme 4 takes the longest time to solve due to 
the largest number of cell elements. Fig. 7.6 illustrates an example of the velocity 
contours obtained along the center plane of the test duct for the case of mesh scheme 
2. The velocity contours on the inlet coil face area are also shown in the same figure. 
 
Table 7.3: Convergence time required for different mesh schemes 
Mesh scheme Convergence time 
1 1 hour 
2 6 hours 
3 13 hours 
4 > 1 day 
 
As a comparison, the simulated velocity data on the inlet coil face area for all four 
mesh schemes, along the z-axis (y = 0), are plotted together, as shown in Fig. 7.7. As 
expected, the velocity on the duct wall is zero due to the no-slip boundary condition. 
With mesh scheme 1, a flat velocity profile is obtained which coincides with the 
theoretical average face velocity of 1.72 ms
-1 
at the same mass flow rate. The other 
three finer mesh schemes (i.e. scheme 2, 3 and 4) exhibit curved profiles where at 
distances further away from the wall, the velocity gradually increases until a 
maximum is reached along the duct centerline. Such curved velocity profiles are 
expected due to the shear stresses along the wall, which are similar to the parabolic-
like profiles observed with flows in circular pipes.  
It is evident from the results that the velocity profiles for mesh schemes 2, 3 and 4 
are very nearly identical. The variation in the velocities between scheme 2 and 3 is 
approximately 0.5% whereas the difference between scheme 2 and 4 is about 1%. In 
view of the small differences in the velocities and higher computational effort 
required with the finer meshes, scheme 2 is chosen for further simulation work 
without significant impact on the accuracy of the results.   
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7.7 Change of turbulence model 
It has been pointed out by Versteeg and Malalasekera [118] that the renormalized 
RNG k-e model could give better performance than the standard k-e model due to the 
sensitization of the turbulence dissipation equation to the magnitude of strain in the 
flow, e.g. along the walls of bounded flows. In view of that, the simulation of the 
model was repeated by changing the turbulence model in FLUENT to RNG k-e and 
the results compared with the standard model. 
The simulation was performed on the model meshed with scheme 2 for the same 
air mass flow rate of 0.335 kgs
-1
. The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 7.8 
which gives the velocity plots, for both turbulence models, on the inlet coil face area 
along the y-axis (z = 0).  
It can be seen from the plot that the RNG k-e model has resulted in slightly higher 
velocities near the center of the duct, i.e. with a difference of approximately 2.3%. 
The data are comparable near the walls of the duct. In other words, the RNG k-e 
turbulence model has a small impact on the results of the simulation. However, the 
convergence time for the solution to reach the same convergence criteria of 10
-6
 was 
faster, i.e. 4 hours. In view of the small differences in the results, and a lower 



















































7.8 Effect of domain size 
The simulation performed in the previous sections was done with a fixed domain size 
of 2m x 1m x 1m along the x-, y- and z-directions, respectively. To investigate the 
effect of the domain size on the simulation results, the calculation was repeated by 
changing the domain dimensions. However, the model of the test duct within the 
domain was not changed. The same meshing scheme 2 was also applied for the whole 
model. Table 7.4 summarizes the dimensions of the domain and the corresponding 
number of cell elements.  
The results of the simulation are compared in the following Fig. 7.9 where the 
velocity profiles on the inlet coil face area, along the y-axis (z = 0), are plotted. It is 
clearly seen that the results are again nearly identical among the different domain 
sizes. The larger domain size has no significant effect on the results of the simulation. 
Since a larger computational domain requires a longer convergence time, the smallest 
Domain 1 has been selected for further simulation work. 
















































Table 7.4: Summary of domain sizes compared 
Domain Domain size Total mesh cells 
1 2m x 1m x 1m 277,079 
2 2.2m x 1m x 1m 313,256 
3 2.4m x 1m x 1m 333,171 
4 2m x 1.2m x 1.2m 370,377 

























7.9 Velocity vectors at the bell-mouth 
From the results of the velocity data obtained, the flow behaviour through the inlet 
bell-mouth is examined with a velocity vector plot through the centerline of the duct. 
As explained in Chapter 6, the purpose of the bell-mouth is to prevent flow separation 
at the duct inlet. The simulation has indeed shown the effectiveness of the bell-mouth 
as can be seen from the vector plot in Fig. 7.10 which illustrates the convergent flow 
as air is drawn from the domain. No recirculation flows can be seen along the wall of 
the bell-mouth for the air flow with Reynolds number of approximately 43,000. 



















Fig. 7.10: Velocity vector plot along the duct centerline (Domain size 1 and mesh 
scheme 2; solution obtained with 1
st 
order upwind discretization and with RNG 













7.10 Simulation of flow maldistribution 
To simulate the case of flow maldistribution, the model in GAMBIT was modified by 
adding wall surfaces on the coil inlet face area which effectively blocked air from 
going through certain regions of the porous media. This would be similar to the paper 
block method used during the experiment, as described in Chapter 6, to measure the 
magnitude of thermal degradation. For this simulation study, the patterns of paper 
block chosen from the list shown in Fig. 6.18 were Set ,  and . 
 Fig. 7.11 illustrates the model generated for blockage pattern Set . The no-slip 
wall boundary condition was set in FLUENT for these additional surfaces on the coil. 
With the other boundary conditions remaining unchanged, the simulation was then 
repeated, with an air mass flow rate of 0.376 kgs
-1











C to determine the maldistributed velocity profile on the fin-tube coil. 
Following the observations from the previous simulation with uniform distribution, 
domain size 1 and meshing scheme 2 were chosen for the simulation. The RNG k-e 
was also used as the turbulence model. 
Fig. 7.12 (a), (b) and (c) show the simulated velocity contours on a horizontal 
plane through the center of the duct model for Set ,  and , respectively. The 
insets in each of these figures illustrate the blockages imposed on the coil, which 
corresponds to Fig. 6.18. The results clearly show the flow being diverted away from 
the imposed blockages. 











Fig. 7.11: Model generated in GAMBIT for flow blockage pattern Set  
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Fig. 7.12: Simulated velocity contours for flow maldistribution:  







Fig. 7.12: Simulated velocity contours for flow maldistribution (continued): 














To verify these simulation results, comparisons have been made with the 
measured inlet velocity data obtained from the experiments described in Chapter 6 for 
these maldistribution profiles. These are illustrated in Fig. 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15 for Set 
,  and , respectively where the velocities on the coil inlet face area, along the y-
axis (z = 0), are compared. It can be seen from the parity plot of Fig. 7.16 that there is 
a good agreement between the simulation and experimental data where more than 
90% of the data points fall within 8%. Among these three set of results, the mean 
deviation is calculated to be 4%. From this, it can be concluded that the CFD 
















































































































































Fig. 7.16: Parity plot comparing simulated and experimental velocity data 
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With the model validated, the simulated results of the velocity profile could now 
be used to predict the thermal performance degradation. From the individual 
simulated node velocities on the coil face area, the normalized profile was calculated, 
from which the statistical moments were determined. The thermal degradation factor, 
D, could then be calculated by means of correlation equations (5.11) or (5.13), or by 
inputting the normalized velocities directly into the discretization procedure described 
in Chapter 4.  
However, it was noted that the nodes on the coil face area in the simulation model 
formed a 29 x 13 grid instead of the 10 x 10 size used in the previous analysis. As an 
example, the statistical moments calculated from the simulation grid for 
maldistribution Profile  are shown in the following Table 7.5. For comparison 
purpose, the moments from the corresponding 10 x 10 experimental grid are also 
tabulated together. The data show a good agreement for the standard deviation and 
skew between the two, i.e. the simulation has given a correct representation of the 
actual maldistribution imposed on the coil. In addition, the results in Table 4.2 have 
already shown the independence of the analysis from the computation grid size.  
 
Table 7.5: Comparison between simulated and experimental normalized 
moments for maldistribution Profile 
 Numerical simulation 
(29 x 13 grid) 
Experimental data 
(10 x 10 grid) 
Mean 1.00 1.00 
Standard deviation 0.515 0.508 





The CFD simulation could then be repeated for other coil geometries, e.g. for 
different fin pitches and number of tube rows. For each configuration, the pressure 
drop characteristics must be known so that the equivalent porous media resistances 
could be determined. In general, smaller fin pitches and deeper coils have higher 
pressure drops. Fig. 7.17 shows experimental pressure drop data for two other coils as 
compared to the single row coil described in Fig. 7.3.  
The simulation could also be repeated to determine the velocity distribution 
profile caused by other flow blockage patterns. These patterns could represent the 
blockages or flow diversions found in actual applications of the fin-tube heat 
exchanger. Some examples are illustrated in Fig. 7.18. In any case, the statistical 
moments would be determined from the simulated velocity profile to predict the 
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Fig. 7.17: Experimental pressure drop data for other coil configurations 
 
Fig. 7.18: Examples of other flow blockage patterns (shaded) 
Fin-tube coil 
Air flow direction 
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7.11 Simulation of thermal performance 
The simulations described in the previous sections were done without solving the 
energy equation (7.9). In the work described in this section, the energy equation was 
switched on, which allowed the solution of the temperature distribution as air flowed 
through the hot fin-tube coil. Inasmuch as the solution of the velocity field would be 
sufficient to predict the heat exchanger thermal degradation performance, knowledge 
of the temperature field would be useful for two reasons: 
1. The temperature distribution would enable identification of any hot-spots (or 
cold-spots) downstream of the heat exchanger. These temperature limits could 
be used to check the operability of certain components located in the 
downstream flow. For example, motors and electronic PCBs should not 
operate beyond the maximum permissible ambient temperature specified by 
the manufacturers.  
2. The leaving air temperature would allow the heat exchanger heating capacity 
to be calculated. Hence, the CFD thermal simulation could be an alternative 
method to determine the thermal degradation effect due to flow 
maldistribution. 
However, the porous media model in FLUENT does not have the capability of 
simulating convective heat transfer as air flows through it. Therefore, in order to 
facilitate such simulation studies, the fin-tube coil was represented instead with the 
user-defined Heat Exchanger Model available in FLUENT [121]. 
7.11.1 Settings in Heat Exchanger Model 
In the Heat Exchanger Model, the convective heat transfer characteristics of the coil is 
described with the heat exchanger effectiveness, . A list of effectiveness values has 
been established, with the aid of the j-factor correlation equation (6.13), at different 
magnitudes of air inlet face velocity, Vf, for the single row fin-tube coil studied in this 
work. These values are plotted as shown in Fig. 7.19 and entered into the model in 
FLUENT. 
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The pressure drop through the heat exchanger core is characterized in the Heat 
Exchanger Model with the friction factor, f [122]: 









































         (7.15) 
where Kc = entrance loss coefficient due to abrupt contraction and Ke = exit loss 
coefficient due to abrupt expansion. r is the ratio of the heat exchanger minimum 
flow area to the face area while Ac is the minimum cross-section flow area. The mean 
air specific volume, m, is calculated as the average between the inlet and outlet, i.e. 
  outinm   2
1                 (7.16) 
By using the same experimental data for the fin-tube coil as shown in Fig. 7.3, the 
friction factor was calculated and plotted against the Reynolds number, ReDh, for the 
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                  (7.19) 
where L  is the flow length. 
The loss coefficients have been adjusted to match the viscous (R) and inertia (RI) 
resistances determined earlier as the porous media equivalent characteristics. The 
values for these coefficients were determined to be Kc = 0.195 and Ke = 0.02.  
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With these, the friction factor was calculated and plotted against ReDh. A power 
exponent relationship was used to fit the data, as indicated on Fig. 7.20. Both the 
coefficient and exponent from this equation were then entered into the Heat 
Exchanger Model in FLUENT.  
From the geometry of the fin-tube heat exchanger, the following parameters were 
also specified in the model: 
 Minimum flow to face area ratio (r) = 0.558 
 Gas-side (i.e. air-side) surface area = 4.331 m2 
 Minimum cross-section flow area = 0.0795 m2 
In the model, air was considered as the primary fluid while water was the 
auxiliary fluid. The heat exchanger itself was split into several discrete macros which 
were constructed based on the specified number of passes, number of macro rows per 
pass and number of macro columns per pass for the auxiliary flow. For consistency 
with the single row coil studied earlier, 10 passes were specified with 10 rows per 
pass and 1 column per pass. The following Fig. 7.21(a) illustrates the 10 x 10 x 1 
macros built. The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system was at the center of the 
coil. The water direction in the tubes was set along the y-direction while the pass-to-
pass direction was in the z-direction. Consequently, the water flowed in an upward 
serpentine circuit in the model as shown in Fig. 7.21(b).  
In the simulation, the air temperature in the domain was set at 303K (30
o
C) while 
the inlet water temperature was 323K (50
o
C). The air and water mass flow rates were 
0.376 kgs
-1
 and 0.3 kgs
-1










































































Fig. 7.21: 10 x 10 x 1 macros set in Heat Exchanger Model (a) Illustration of 
macro row and macro pass (b) Illustration of flow direction in the model 
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7.11.2 Results of simulation 
The thermal performance simulation was performed for both uniform and 
maldistributed flows. For the case of maldistributed flows, Profile Set , ,  and 
 were chosen for the simulation.  
The same set of boundary conditions and turbulence model were also used for the 
thermal simulation. Similarly, the same convergence criterion of 10
-6
 was set for 
continuity, momentum, turbulence k-e and energy. A second-order discretization 
scheme was used in the energy equation for enhanced accuracy of the temperature 
results while the first-order was maintained for continuity and momentum.  
The result of the leaving air temperature from the coil surface for uniform 
distribution is shown in Fig. 7.22. It can be clearly seen that the temperature is the 
highest near the duct walls which have low or zero air velocities. This is further 
illustrated with a temperature plot along the y-axis centerline of the duct (z = 0) as 
shown in Fig. 7.23 which shows a non-symmetrical profile. This is due to the 
reducing water temperature as it flows along the serpentine tube circuit.  
The simulation results for maldistribution Profile Set ,  and  are shown in 
the following Fig. 7.24, 7.25 and 7.26. From the data, the mass-averaged temperatures 
of air leaving the coil for each case have been calculated and are tabulated in Table 
7.6. The thermal degradation factor, D, is then estimated with the following equation 
for all maldistribution profiles, which are also summarized in the same table:  
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Fig. 7.24: Temperature contour for maldistribution Profile  















































Table 7.6: Results of simulated outlet air temperature and D 
 Mass-average Ta,out, K D, % 
Uniform 312.2 - 
Profile  311.4 8.7% 
Profile  311.4 8.7% 
Profile  311.6 6.5% 















These simulated values of D are then compared with the corresponding 
experimental results reported in Chapter 6. This comparison is shown in Fig. 7.27. It 
is evident from the comparison that the simulation and experimental methods have 
good agreement with each other, within 10%, in determining the magnitude of D for 
the maldistribution problem. With this, it is concluded that the CFD simulation 
method with the Heat Exchanger Model has been validated. 
Subsequent to this, the simulation was then repeated for fin-tube coils with 
multiple tube rows. To do this, the heat exchanger is modeled by splitting the multiple 
rows coil into individual single row coils. The FLUENT Heat Exchanger Model is 
then applied to each of these single row coils. For the study, two-row and four-row 
coils were modeled. Fig. 7.28 illustrates an example of the four-row coil used in the 
simulation. In the model, the air exiting the upstream row became the inlet condition 
to the subsequent row. 
 The simulation for the multiple tube rows was performed with the same fluid inlet 
temperatures and boundary conditions used previously. The mass-averaged leaving air 
temperature was obtained for both uniform and maldistributed cases (i.e. Profile ,  
and ) and D calculated with equation (7.20). The simulation results were then 
compared with calculation results from the discretization technique described in 
Chapter 4, where the measured velocity profiles on the coil were used. This 
comparison is shown in the parity plot of Fig. 7.29. A similar agreement within 10% 
is seen from this plot.   
Hence, the agreement of the all these results has demonstrated the possibility of 
using CFD simulation to predict the thermal performance degradation due to flow 
maldistribution. Such simulations can be done for any geometrical specifications of 
the heat exchanger and for any design layout of the exchanger with respect to other 
components, so long as the convective and pressure drop characteristics of the 














































The work presented in this section has shown the applicability of CFD simulation to 
predict the thermal performance degradation of a fin-tube heat exchanger. The 
commercial CFD code, FLUENT, has been used for the study. Essentially, there are 
two possible ways this can be done: 
a) The continuity and momentum equations are solved to determine the velocity 
flow field on the heat exchanger. The normalized statistical moments are 
computed from the profile and inputted into the thermal degradation factor, D, 
correlation equation. Alternatively, the computed node velocities of the profile 
are used in the discretized calculation procedure to determine the magnitude of 
D. The results of the simulation have shown a good agreement within 10%, 
with a mean deviation of 4%, between the simulation and actual experimental 
data for the maldistributed velocity profile.   
b) By solving the energy equation simultaneously with the continuity and 
momentum equations in the simulation, the temperature field of the heat 
exchanger is obtained from the simulation. From the computed leaving air 
temperature and known inlet temperature, the magnitude of D can be 
calculated. The results have shown good agreement of the simulation with 
both experimental and analytical data within 10%.  
In comparison, the first method is easier to implement where the convective heat 
transfer characteristics of the fin-tube coil is not required to be known. The 
convergence time for this method is also faster since there is less number of equations 
to be solved.  
In short, CFD simulation is a useful tool for the analysis of flow maldistribution 
on fin-tube heat exchangers. The results of the simulation would enable the design of 
the exchanger to be improved and optimized without the need for expensive 





8.1 Review of findings 
The research has established the relationship between the thermal performance 
degradation of a heat exchanger arising from flow maldistribution and the four 
statistical moments of probability density function for the maldistribution profile. A 
novel mathematical derivation, based on the Taylor series expansion of the governing 
equation for convective heat transfer, i.e. Newton’s law of cooling, and core fluid 
pressure drop, has shown the dominant effect of the mean and standard deviation of 
the maldistribution on performance degradation. These represent the first and second 
moments of the probability density function. The third moment, i.e. skew, was shown 
to have declining influence on the performance degradation while the fourth moment, 
kurtosis, was found to have insignificant effect.  
The magnitude of thermal performance degradation was quantified with the 
degradation factor, D. With the aid of a discretization calculation technique, the D 
factor for a single row fin-tube heat exchanger was calculated for a range of 
maldistribution moments. By normalizing the moments with the mean, it was shown 
that D varies to the cube of NTU and normalized standard deviation. D also varies 
linearly with the normalized skew for standard deviation lower than 0.40, but varies to 
the square of normalized skew at higher standard deviations.  
In addition, the analysis has revealed the dependence of D on the relative 
magnitudes of the external and internal thermal resistances. This was represented with 
the ratio of external to internal heat transfer coefficients, R. The thermal performance 
degradation D was observed to vary to the square of R. In general, higher external 
heat transfer coefficients tend to sensitize the exchanger surfaces to maldistribution 
effects, i.e. to increase the magnitude of D. However, higher internal heat transfer 
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coefficients tend to offset the external degradation effects as the heat transfer through 
the tube walls increases.  
With these findings, the first objective of this research has been achieved. A full 
physical understanding of the effects of the moments on the thermal performance of 
fin-tube heat exchangers has been obtained and quantified. This work has also been 
the first to account for the contribution of higher moments, i.e. skew and kurtosis, to 
the maldistribution problem.   
To achieve the second research objective, the effects of typical fin-tube heat 
exchanger geometrical parameters on D have also been investigated. These include 
the number of tube rows, fin pitch, tube pitch, tube diameter and fin surface pattern. 
The results have clearly indicated the significance of the number of tube rows and fin 
pattern on the magnitude of D. In as much as the other parameters have weak or 
insignificant effects, the trend of the data show that the parameter which increases the 
external heat transfer coefficient results in an increase of D due to the sensitization of 
the surfaces to maldistribution effects.  
With all these effects identified and quantified, a set of new correlation equations 
has been developed based on the observed trends, to calculate the D factor for a 
known combination of maldistribution moments and heat exchanger geometry. These 
equations have also been the first set of comprehensive correlations developed which 
allow the prediction of performance degradation for any maldistribution profile. 
However, the correlations are only valid for a specific type of fin surface pattern, i.e. 
wavy fins. New correlations must be formulated for other patterns, for example, 
louvered and slot fins. With the same methodology, specific correlations may be 
developed for other types of heat exchangers. 
  To validate the analysis methodology and correlations, a series of experiments 
has been performed where the heat transfer degradation and maldistribution moments 
were measured. With a good coherence of 10% between the experimental and 
calculation results, and the corresponding 15% agreement between experiment data 
and correlation predictions, the third research objective has been achieved. A better 
coherence with the correlation would be possible by including the weaker geometrical 
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parameters into the equation, though these would result in a more complicated form of 
correlation.        
The primary motivation for developing such correlations was to have a design tool 
which would enable the optimization of thermal performance by changing the layout 
design of the fin-tube coil. The relative positioning of the coil with respect to other 
components in a system, whether upstream or downstream of the air flow, could be 
changed to give a flow maldistribution with lowest possible standard deviation and 
highest skew. However, it was also pointed out that this must be done in conjunction 
with an analysis of the increase in fluid pressure drop. From the perspective of 
hydraulic performance degradation, the maldistribution should have the lowest 
possible skew. Therefore, there would be an optimum skew where a maximum ratio 
of heating capacity to the pumping power, Q/Pw would occur, as shown in Fig. 3.11.  
This optimum performance would then contribute to higher system energy 
efficiencies.       
To this end, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation would be useful to 
determine the maldistributed velocity profiles on the exchanger coil. The extracted 
moments from the simulation results could be used to calculate the magnitude of D. 
Alternatively, the value of D could be calculated directly from the simulated entering 
and leaving air temperatures. With this method, the design of the heat exchanger 
could be repeated many times with different layouts without the need for expensive 
prototyping and experimentation.  
To demonstrate the above, a numerical simulation of the experimental test set-up 
was performed by using the commercial CFD code FLUENT. A good agreement 
within 8% was obtained between the simulated and experimental maldistributed 
velocity profiles. Similarly, a good agreement with 10% was obtained between the 
simulated and experimental values of D. Essentially, the good agreement among the 
three; analytical, experimental and simulation methods in the study, has confirmed the 
validity of the analysis methodology for this research. 
In short, the fundamental research done in this work has provided the solution to 
an engineering problem commonly faced by the HVAC and automotive industries.  
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The correlations developed allow a quick method to estimate the heat exchanger 
performance degradation once the maldistribution profile is known. This method can 
be easily adopted and applied by the industry in their design work to improve the 
energy efficiency of their products. 
8.2 Recommendations for future research 
The study in this research was conducted based upon an assumption of constant tube 
wall temperature in the heat exchanger. In actual applications, this assumption rarely 
occurs. Therefore, to be more realistic, the analysis of the maldistribution problem 
could be extended to study the effects of varying temperature on the fin surfaces. To 
do this, the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures in the tube for each discrete coil 
element must be calculated and the effect on D determined.  
Similarly, the inlet air temperature was held constant during the analysis. The 
calculation of the D factor could be repeated by imposing a maldistributed 
temperature profile simultaneously with the maldistributed flow velocity. In other 
words, a combined maldistribution analysis could be performed in future research 
work. Obviously, corresponding experimentation must be done to validate the 
findings. However, the challenge would be in generating the non-uniform air 
temperature profile during the experiment. 
The experimentation was also done by imposing flow blockages on the fin-tube 
coil inlet face area which created discontinuous velocity maldistribution profiles. In 
actual applications, the flow maldistribution profile would be continuous. Therefore, 
further work could be done by repeating the experimentation with the blockages 
located at some distances upstream or downstream of the heat exchanger to simulate 
continuous non-uniform profiles. The validity of the developed correlations could 
then be checked for such situations.  
The research presented in this thesis has only dealt with the degradation of heat 
exchanger thermal performance. The degradation of hydraulic performance was not 
evaluated and quantified in detail. Hence, future research could also look into 
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developing similar correlation equations to predict the pumping power penalty factor, 
Pp, for a range of statistical moments and coil geometry.  
Lastly, the maldistribution in the tube-side of the heat exchanger could also be 
studied in future research. The same analysis approach could be used to evaluate the 
influence of statistical moments for the tube-side maldistribution. Furthermore, the 
combined effect of both air-side and tube-side maldistributions could be studied since 
maldistributions in both fluid streams of the exchanger would occur in actual 
applications.  
With these recommendations, a full understanding of the maldistribution problem 
in heat exchangers would be achieved. These findings would be useful for designers 
to optimize the performance of any heat exchanger and with any maldistribution 
profile. For practical implementation, CFD should be used to simulate and extract the 
maldistribution statistical moments for analysis of the degradation effect. 
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APPENDIX A 
HEAT TRANSFER COLBURN j-FACTOR CORRELATION 
 
The air-side Colburn j-factor for a fin surface is defined as: 
3/1
PrRe aDc
aNuj                           (A-1) 
where 
Nua is the air-side Nusselt number 
ReDc is the air-side Reynolds number based on the fin collar diameter (Dc) 
Pra is the air-side Prandtl number 
For the wavy corrugated fin used in this study, the correlation developed by Wang 







































































































J                          (A-5) 
)54.2)(ln(Re502.04  DcJ                            (A-6) 
 
In the equations above, Fp is the fin pitch, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, Xl is the 
longitudinal tube pitch and Xt is the traverse tube pitch. The fin has a corrugation 
angle, , of 20o. 
 
APPENDIX B 
LIST OF CONTINUOUS PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
 
Other than the Normal distribution described in Chapter 4, the following 
probability density functions have been used in this work to generate maldistribution 
profiles: 
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where 
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Variance, 2 = 
)1()( 2  

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This distribution will have negative skews when  <. 
 
4) Exponential distribution (with 1 parameter ) 
xexP  )(                           (B-15) 
Mean,  = 

1
                           (B-16) 




               (B-17) 
Skew is fixed at 2, and kurtosis is also fixed at 6 
 





















xP                         (B-18) 
Mean,  = 
22e                (B-19) 
Variance, 2 =  
22 2)1(   ee              (B-20) 
Skew,  = 1)2(
22
  ee                         (B-21) 
Kurtosis,  = 632
222 234   eee             (B-22) 
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Variance, 2 = 2k                          (B-25) 
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                         (B-28) 
Variance, 2 = 

 3
               (B-29) 
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Kurtosis,  = 

15
               (B-31) 
 










xP                (B-32) 
Mean,  = 
1k
kxm                                      (B-33) 




kxm  for k > 2                       (B-34) 









 for k > 3             (B-35) 







 for k > 4            (B-36) 
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8) Skew normal distribution (with parameter  and location ,) 














































erfx                         (B-39) 
with erf(x) as the error function 
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               (B-46) 
Skew = 0 





















              (B-48) 
Mean = 0 
Variance, 2 = 
4
2R
               (B-49) 
Skew = 0 
Kurtosis,  = 
2
1
)ln( R               (B-50) 
 
11) Kumaraswamy distribution (with parameter a and b) 
11 )1()(   baa xabxxP                          (B-51) 







              (B-52) 
All three variance, skew and kurtosis are too complicated to have an analytical form. 
These are calculated from the generated data of equation (B-51). 
 
Note:  
In some of the distributions above, the Gamma function, (x) is used. This function 
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SPECIFICATIONS OF FLOW NOZZLES 
 
The specified dimensions of flow nozzles used to measure air flow rates are given 
in the ASHRAE Standard 40-1980 (RA 92) [104], as shown in the following Fig. C.1. 
Clause 9.3.2 of the standard has stated that when nozzles are constructed according to 

















Fig. C.1: Flow-measuring nozzle 
 
